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1.0 

1.1 

CHEMICAL CLEAN TWr, 0F PROCESS P|Airp 

CHEMICAL CLEANING - IT'S ROLE IN REPAIR AND MAINTENANCE 
  Of PROCESS PLANT.       MAfliWlAACI 

Introduction, 

Ch.1«, Cleanine ,.  by no neans . „„ ^  ^ ^ ^ ^ 

»Intenance „, pr„c.ss plan,      ^ ^ ^ ^  :  ^ ^ ^^ 

.uocessfully iB thla  ^tioaUr field fop ^ fort^ ^   ^  ^ ^ 

Period,  the use of chemioal 301utiorä ha8 bc_ wi)eiy   ^^ ^ a ^ 

and .„•!.,„, ,ay of removine d#poait>  tnm jn(uatriai ^ 

At this atage we should define broudlv „h.,  f. „       . ui-u.iuiy *nat m meint *r,en »e speak of 

•proce.s plant'  in the context of this  pape.        Thi. 
pape..      This  io per,.,.r6 best illustrated 

«y reference to the Rennrt nf tk- D 
Report of the Procesa Plant Expert  Co-ute, published  by 

Her Majesty's Stationery Office  recently        TV,-    A  *• 
y recently.      This defines tht oKef users of 

the process plant supply  industry as follows.- 

Chemical  Industry 

Petrochemical Industry 

Cas 

OH 

Electricity Generation. 

*» Hst is Dy no „„. .IhauBtlT.> Md ,o- of th# aboM MoMoM 

«»tin . „„ wld, sp<otrulü of different in<Ju3trie<_ 

Th. piant itseif oan obvious!, consist of a variety of combination, of 

'"'""  Íte" « tlmt' 'UOh "•  *"»-. P»P.,r.actor., contact t„,„ „d 

h«»t exchangers of all type». 

». ter. eheaio* ol.Mil,Ä ia ^.„^ „,„ ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

—«1 .option, or ..lT.nt. for th. ^ of dtio<it8( JM1MI ^ w 
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other debris, usually from the internal surfaces of process plant. 

1 « 2   Why is Chemical Cleaning Necessary? 

If the field of chemical cleanine is considered as a whole,  the vast 

majority of clean inj operations are carried out on heat exchangers,  taking the 

term in it's broadest  sense. 

Examples of such heat exchange systems are boilers,   condensers,  coolers, 

water cooling jackets,  heat exchangers,  feed water heaters, evaporators, 

industrial hot water systems,  calorifiers and similar plant. 

In most types of plant  listed above, water is used as the cooling medium, 

except that,  in the case of boilers and heating systems,   the water itself is 

heated.      The total effect in all cases is  that heat is transferred from an 

external source  into  the water.      This heat transfer usually takes place 

through metal surfaces  (for example tube walls),  which separate  the heated and 

the heating media.      When the metal surfaces are clean, heat can easily pass 

through,  but if the metal becomes fouled by scale or deposits,  the rate of 

transfer oi' heat between the  two systems  is  reduced.      In the case of a boiler, 

the reduction in heat  transfer may be  sufficient to cause  the boiler metal  to 

become overheated,  and  to fail under the effect of pressure of steam within  the 

plant.      In, say, a condenser, however,  the results are lens serious mechanically, 

but the unit operates at a much lower efficiency if deposits impair the free 

transfer of heat 

1.2.1. Deposita caused by water. 

Ihen water is the heated medium,  deposits may result from the effects 

of heat on dissolved salts in the water, such as hardness salts, which 

produce acale.      Alternatively, in soft water areas, or where water 

supplies are treated to reduce hardness, the effect of heat may induoe 

i 
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corion „ the „« ,urfaoeSi mi Mjmitn of (ron ^ or ^ ^ 

»,u.n.    Wn, ln olhB. area3> looal ,atcr 3upruea ^ ^^ 

organic growths in the plant. 

Any of the.se types of deposit, (an, the list is not exhaustive) wiU 

reduce heat transfer rates as described previously .m*  *„ 
previously, and they eventually 

must be removed in order t-h-jf t-v~    i 
, , , . e PllUU "" "»«»<» efficiently mi  ,afM,. 

•2"2     flauet   ^..liy  and   nth..  TL.r-it. 

* -«tic» to those deposits forced in neat erohangep3 wMi;ii ^ from 

the oH^o.1 cha^s occurri„e f„ water ^ in themj heit ^^ 

— beco, fouled on the product ,Ifc.      Por ^^  _ ^  ^ ^ 

*Ud up depose of oxidlaed or pirtly deoMposed oii m ^ ^ ^ 

«ho tuoes  throu.» „hloh th. oooUji£ Mtfp flOT3_      The totai ^ ^ 

of course,  still be  that the efficiency of th= t    » 
.m-iency of the heat exchanger is reduced. 

U Uf, section .ill  deai .ith Ms of deter^    the „„^ rf 

1.-« caused hy this  fo„UnK .hen corred .it„ the cet of chorea: 

cWnri.      ^the•o,e,foulin(T can happen in heat exchaneara.,ich do 
not use water in any shan» or fn•        . 

nap.       form.      m example of this is m the p^,,, 

** neater often used in refineries,      m this case,  sulphide deposits 
-««or _lt fron the aotion of 3u)phur in tho ^^ ^ 

•cal., on the parent .tal of the „eater.      These a^in -educe heat 

*f. Oriana! efficiency.      fclloll.„ on „^ ^ ^ ^ 

affcted.    (^^ oleanlne „^ w neoes8aiy ta ^ to ^ 

•»•» ft» poiaono«. «».. formed ln the ^^ ^^ 

,-2-3- aatr Plant an«- .h^  j, Chemlotl,v n.._ 

«••id.. h..t „oh««.,., «, oth„ plant tïstm mhllMtmtit 

•HlNMHMl . •Jifcís^l &*»** M'. -X'&á, 
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chemical  cleaning owing to fouling.      For example,  Ion? pipelines oarrying 

unstable water supplies  often become restricted due to the  drop-out of 

temporary hardness scales.      Pipelines  similarly may be attacked by 

corrosion which forms  tubercules, restricting the flow of  the water in the 

pipe.       Both these  types  of fouling may be  treated by chemical  cleaning. 

Many other st stems  respond  to chemical cleaning, a further example being 

the removal of deposits  from a spray tunnel  in which car bodies are cleaned 

and treated before being finally painted.       The circulating »pray systems 

in such a tunnel very often become clogged with deposits,   and  it  is 

possible  to clean the system quickly and conveniently, with the minimum of 

shut-down period and with no dismantling,   by chemical methods.    Deposits on 

the gas  side of boilers may be removed by spraying the ash  deposits with 

chemical  solution prior to washing down of the unit with treated water. 

1.2.4t Pre commis s i on Gleaning. 

À particular field of chemical cleaning which is sometimes  overlooked is 

that applied to process  and industrial plant  in general,  before the plant 

is  commissioned.      While  this may, at  first  sight,  have no bearing on the 

maintenance and repair of procesa plant,   it  does, however,  play a most 

important part in preventing teething troubles during the early life of the 

plant. 

New items of prooess plant are usually supplied in a "commercially clean" 

state from the manufacturers, but in many instances, the condition deterio- 

rates during the delivery and erection period. 

Furthermore, during the construction of the plant, the interconnecting 

pipework usually deteriorates, and the whole plant collects general debris 
even 

in the shape of dust, weld scale and/general xabM»h(including such unlikely 

^^ -*&*-   '-•"- - •-i¿;'A-"^ 
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object« M    bottles and old boots). 

While chenal cleaning is not the best n.eans of removing the Utt.r 

foreign matter,  it  will remove oliscale,   rust,  dust and .i.ilar 

contamination from the plant. 

If these contenants are !eft W^  it is „^ 1Ut,„ ^ th. 

the operation of the plant. 

For instance,  in boUer plant, mUl3cale (the Mu, ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

manufactured steel  articles) gradua!* becomes detached,  and « oaiBe not 

only ohoan, „f blowdown wlTO> but al30 ^ promote oorro3im prooes3M 

by the veT fact of  Us ¿¡collet.  removal.       ^^   ^ ^^ ^ 

.ill. in „eneral  duat ,m cau9e hi^ .1Uo> oonomtrat. ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

..ter, which is »nt un.esi.ahl, in hish pressa plant, un<i u8ually 

results in the .asta«* of much feed .ater on initial startup. 

Chemical plant,  in general, „U1 also benefit fron cleaning before 

commissioning .here rust and general debris results in contamination of th. 

early output. 

In general, therefore, the need for cleaning both ».„ „d „„,„ ,,„„,., 

Plant i. firmly esteWished, and all that remain. is to 00nïi„0. ^ ^^^ 

that the ohemica! methods of achieving suoh interna clea„li„.a. u „n nrik 

the extra attention necessary. 

The following text i. written with this on. object in ri-. 

»¿L'Jfc.>  dlAL/.-jÉÈ^^. 
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2.0 THE ECONOMICS OF CHEMICAL CLEANING, ANI) A COMPARISON WITH 
 MECHANICAL METHODS.  

2.1 How auch can Chemical Cleaning Save? 

It is customary for us to find that as chemical cleaning contractors, we 

are frequently called in at the last moment to clean process plant which is 

on the verge of becoming unusable due to deposit build-up, or has, in fact, 

ceased to operate for the same reason.  It would obviously be much more 

expedient if chemical cleaning could be arranged tc take place at such a time 

that unscheduled shut-downs due to breakdown of the plant are avoided.  It 

is, however, difficult to decide the point at which the co3t of the chemical 

cleaning process, vis-a-vis the monetary saving resultin ; from 3uch cleaning, 

can be balanced. 

An article in British Chemical Engineering (l) suggested a practical means 

for determining the most economical time to clean heat exchangers.  There is 

no reason why this method should not be extended to cover the cleaning of all 

process plant where the losses due to fouling can be estimated over successive 

fixed periods of time. 

The monetary looses due to fouling are plotted against the time axis, where' 

the units of time are those most convenient depending on the rate of fouling in 

the unit.  These monetary losses in process plant operation may result from 

either reduced output due to lower efficiency caused by fouling, or by increased 

fuel costs made necessary by the extra energy involved to maintain the output. 

Por «xample, if the heating coil in an evaporator becomes fouled, the output 

from that evaporator will become steadily less as the fouling increases. The 

drop in output results in a direct financial loss which may be recorded as a 

monetary loss per day or per week whichever is most convenient.  On the other 

it , 

JUL   ' ÍUÉr .    „A,, ti,    ,.;.. üKM«i¿ i. 
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huid,  it may Le necessary to increase the heat input to th« evaporator to 

maintain it's original output,  in which case,  the monetary loss will b« 

represented by the extra cost of fuel  involved to maintain output at the 

original level. 

A curve can therefore be plotted for monetary loss per unit  time due to 

fouling, against those time unite.      If this curve is commenced immediately 

following cleaning,   the  curve will start  from the origin and will  take one of 

the three shapes  shown in figure one,  depending on whether the fouling is 

increasing at a constant rate,   or whether the rate is  increasing with time 

or decreasing with time. 

At any period of time,   the total monetary loss will be represented by the 

area under th* curve.      See figure 2.      This area may be calculated by simple 

graphical means,  or may be determined by the use of a planiraeter. 

If we now consider the curve which is obtained both immediately after 

Oleaning, and which shows a buildup to a maximum when cleaning is again carried 

out, we should obtain the curve shown in figure 3.      It is now obvious that the 

monetary saving per unit time achieved by the cleaning process can be 

represented by the shaded area above the curve.    (Assuming that the fouling 

resistance would have remained constant).      Thus, at any given instant of time 

the eaving3 resulting from chemical cleaning can be compared with the monetary 

lotees accumulated to that date. 

The most economic time to clean again must obviously be when the total 

•aringa resulting from the previous cleaning are equal to the monetary losses 

inourred by the increase in fouling,  i.e., when the two areas above and below 

the curve are equal. 
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The method must be further developed to include the actual cost of the 

cleaning operation.      These conts  result  from the following itemst- 

Loss of Production | 
»     due to shut-down for cleaning purpose«. 

Loss of Efficiency [ 

Cost of Materials 

Cost of Labour 

Depreciation on Cleaning Equipment. 

Por most economical working,  the cost of cleaning should be equal to the 

savings calculated from the area over the curve.      If the cost of cleaning is 

greater than the saving obtained at  any particular time,  then obviously the 

expenditure  incurred is excessive,   but if,  on the other hand,  the  savings are 

shown to be  greater than the cost  of cleaning,  then the fouling has been allowed 

to proceed too far.      In either case,   the  situation is uneconomic. 

A simple method of finding the best time to carry out chemical  cleaning 1B 

to construct a further curve of the  savings against time since cleaning, as in 

the next  diagram.      The values  for  the savings are derived from the shaded 

portion above the fouling loss curve shown previously,   the area of the curve 

being calculated as before or by using a planimeter to estimate the saving over 

specific time intervals.      Time to  clean is then obtained from the curve by 

drawing a line from the value of the cost of cleaning on the ordinate parallel 

to the absissac. 

Where plant needs to be cleaned regularly due to fouling, the above mthod 

presents a means of obtaining the maximum aconomic benefit from chemical oleaning. 

The method assumes that the fouling pattern is the same for each period of 

operation of the plant even though the rates of fouling may vary according to 

seasonal changes.      Typical fouling patterns can be produced for eaoh ite« 
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of Plant fonowin, which the ahove method is eaaily ^^ 

2,2     ^ Ádva"tft^ QJLChemicai ^thodfi  n, ^T^^^^ 

2*2,1' Mechanical MethnHa 

**» *, «. ,lde aooeptanoe of cheBicai oUwing M a ^^ 

--i-x -**. of c^ prooeas plant _ the MIJ _     ¿ 
These ^ 30rapin(;i  „^  robbins or bruahinu ^ ^ ^ 

•orte from the plant,   the U3e of B„uUe    „ 
ts    flred fr<>n compressed air for 

«~** heat e.han.r tube3, „hUe .pl^ ^   ^ ^  ^ 

;nine has' h-er-—* *—~ w * «. ln,•ducti0„ of 
high pressure water iettine •,• jettl„e pumpa,  ln whloh the oieanini proo8M ia 

"cowshed Usin£ TCry hi(;h pre3su.e mult,sfclee ^ to iieuver a 

r;;7smn fi°- °f —• <-»* ~ --.«. *-.*«, .o, 
to apply the jets of water to the areato h. M        , 

mt0 be Cleaned-     ^Posits which some- 
times prove unresponsive to chemical cleaning are verv    n 

e are veTV  o"en rerrovable by 
this method. J 

in certain cases, ^tioUar* .„.„ ^ ^^    ^^ ^ 

—* or carton ere concern.*, it nss bee„ found that . ^^ ^ 

»ter jetting and the use of oheni^i .„> <.. 
m0al s°lut"• Is necessary to achieve 

H. Wi^ ,ffloiency ta oleaning_    ^ instances are_  ^ ^ ^ 

<" o-tween, and in „„„*, one Mthod or ^ ^ ^^    ^ ^ ^ 

«* »cnanicaZ Canin, lM0lï.8 . ^ ^ rf „^ ^ ^ ' 

produoing »ediocx* rtsults. 

•H*. *  „Sé. » 
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2,2.2.     Chemical Methods and their Advantages. 

Although most mechanical methods of cleaning are simple to  carry out, 

the results are often  f;ir from aati   factory from several  points of view. 

With the  introduction  of safe  chemical methods   of carry ine out pl'int 

cleaning, however,  the  plant manager has available a most efficient 

maintenance tool. 

The advantages which may be claimed for  th?  chemical  methods of plant 

cleaning when compared with mochanioa]  olivino n ; mi-y b«*  cero Ir'ered imder 

three main headings:- 

Speed - and hence eoonony 

Accessibility 

Results 

2.2.2.1. Speed. 

When considering mechanical methods of cleaning plant,  the 

first operation after isolation  is always "dismantle",  and herein 

lies the great advantage of the  chemical method. 

Taking the simplest case,   the cleaning of a shell and tube heat 

exchanger on  the tube side, we can corapa-e the two methods as 

followss- 

Mechanioal 

Break flow & return connections 2 hours 
Pit adaptors & circulating equipment 
Remove Water Box 6 hours 
Clean (say 500 tubes) 1?  " 
Flush each tube 3  " 
Break connections " 
Reinstate water box 8 hours 
Reinstate flow & return 3  " 

39 hours 

Chemical 

2 hours 
1 " 

2 hours 

i    " 
h     " 

8$ hoar» 
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With lar^rphnt,,,  the chemical method becomes even mow 

attractive,   since both the breaking open of water boxes, and 

the mechanical cleanin ; process   itself occupy a lon.^r period. 

The chemical  cleaning method,   on the other hand,   does not 

require a proportionately longer time  to complete   the  actual 

cleaning ph.se - only a greater vol•« of solution.    Furthermore, 

in the  case of heat   exchanger,,   it  is possible to chemically 

clean two units in  series  - ani   innl„„e th,  interconnecting 

Pipework in the clean.      Similar advantages  in time apply in the 

case of such plant as water tube  boilers -  the physical acUon of 

Pushing a brush through each tube  in  the unit occupying a very 

much greater time than by the  use of chemical solutions.      If 

the deposits  are hard - the advantage is even more marked,  since the 

the use of descaling cutters ajain expands  the time required in 

mechanical operations. 

Against  this advantage,  the chemical  clean is more expensive in 

material  coste, and probably in capital costs for equipment.    The 

labour required, while to ,ome  extent necessarily of a higher 

calibre  than  those used in mechanised methods,  are usually less 

in numbers,  so these  factors balance.       On  the credit  side, 

however,  the great saving in using chemical means lies in the 

reduction of outage time,  and this can be even further reduced by 

the fitting of blanked branches  on the plant which is required to 

be cleaned, thereby removing the necessity of breaking flew and 

return connection, each time cleaning is carried cut. 

.&>j3Hes*im*>   - ^jfe ¿.¿¿.a-. . 
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2.2.2.2. Accessibility. 

The previous section has compared chemical and mechanical methods 

of cleaning on plant which can be cleaned by both methods.  In 

more and more instances nowadays, we find that chemicalmeans are 

the only possible means of cleaning process plant. For instance, 

many modern water tube boilers huve no points of access from which 

brushing of each tube can be carried out.  Compressor cooling 

water jackets are another example of the advantage of accessibility 

which chemical methods exhibit.  Similarly, when considering a 

shell and tube heat exchanger, we often l'imi Mr-it deposits on the 

shell side of the tube bundle form a solid miss between the 

individual tubes.  There is a remote possibility of mechanically 

removing such fouling if the bundle can be withdrawn from the shell, 

but absolutely none if this is not the case. 

This type oí' fouling often occurs in the modern package type of 

firetube boiler, and chemical methods are the only way of cleaning 

this type of plant under these circumstances. 

Long length.-; of welded pipe run can only be cleaned by physical 

means if high pressure water jetting equipment and crawler hoses 

are available, or unless provision has been made for 'pigging'. 

Simple fill and soak chemical techniques will, in many cases, 

provide the simple answer to this problem. 

2,2.2.3* Results. 

The results of the cleaning process, whether it be carried out 

by mechanical or chemical methods should be judged on the 

following criteriai- 
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(a) Completeness of removal of deposite 

(b) Absence of removal of plant materials 

(c) Stability of surface after cleaning. 

<a> ¿SEEleteness of remova1  nf „„^ u ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

achieved in chemical raethod8 than ^ ^^ ^^ ^ ^ 

correct cleaning solution has been chosen, and th, t conditions of 

use have been correct. 

«.ohanlca! methods invariably leave small adherent ^^ rf 

deposit, which eventually on th» »t„„ * 
±y on the return to service of the plant act 

« nuclei! for the reocmnencement of buUdup of fouline - hen0, 

the  "Period of »•„ity,. of nowly ,¡lMned surfaoea u reduoea with 

oonseouent loss ot effioienoy, and the earlier need for reoleaning. 

W it,en°8 °f "mnV"1  "f th* *"' -'»H% is obviously essential, 

»»lie »any engineers regard the thoUSht of fining a piece of plant 

«Uh acid (even though it  is inhibited) as completely unthinkable, 

they will cheerfully alio, the valuable components of the ,ame plant 

to be scratched and scored by scaling tools without any ,ual». 

Using modern inhbitor materials, and .hen property appUed> ^^ 

methods remove less parent metal from the plant  than heavy manual 

-oali„s technics - and ieave a surface which is smooth and 1... 

liable to corrosion. 

<0) *"• aUbllUY °f th» "•-* -•'— -*Ì1-  "I   can b. „.„. 

by selecting th, appropriât, pa.siv.tion method to follow th. 

chemical cleaning process.      These produce a 'deactivated' «.tal 

.«rface which i. uniformly covered with a suitable oxide or oth.r 

«able coating, and .„ i. lo„ 5U80,ptlbl, fc .^„.^ ^^ 
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On the other hand, mechanical methods may leave the metal 

surfaces  in a roughened condition which not only provides nuclei! 

for subsequent fouling, but also has in the crevices and s erat ones 

a potential seat for future corrosion. 

Conci »os i on: 

Taking all three criteria into account, viz.,  speed - 

accessibility - and results, the chemical method has most 

decided advantages over mechanical means of cleaning, and 

the most positive of these, speed, becomes more advantageous 

as plant size increases. 
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3.0 

3.1 

THE AflSTHODS USED TN  ••ICAL CLEAWTWP.  ppnppgOF<T 

The Materials. 

When considering .hich material to use for a chemical cleaning pro«.,, 

two factors must be borne in mind, namely:- 

The material must dissolve or brea* dom the deposit .ufficienti, for 

it to be removed from the plant 

Th. materia! used „ust not attack the materials of construction of the 

plant. 

3.1.1.  Inhibited Acids.    The most widely used materials in chemical cleaning 

processes are undoubtedly the incited acids.    Obviously,  if acid 

solutions were used alone they would not  comply with the second 

requirement given above, and the metals used in the construction of the 

Plant would be badly affected by the  devolution.    Inhibited acids 

are therefore used, and these normally consist of the ordinary comer- 

cial acids treated with chemicals which have the effect of allowing the 

diluted acid solutions to dissolve unwanted deposits and .xides, but 

prevent the attack by the acid on the metal of construction of the 

Plant.      These inhibitors vary very widely, and the earlier ones were 

often simple    ^organic chemicals or even natural products such as glue. 

Howadaya, however,  much more complex materials are used, these are 

normally organic chemicals which are stable at elevated temperatures 

•nd which reduce attack on the parent metal to very small proportions. 

Tht most widely used inhibited acid solution is undoubtedly that based 

« frdjochlorio acid.      This material was probably the first used in 

<*«io1 cleaning m.thod. a. w now know the«, and it still »mains the 

•Adtt^lH. >•   •Mef&jU» Ms  :.\ •ìeàU&àa.-jfc* 
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„t generally acceptable material today.      It i. possible to inhibit 

this acid most effectively using modem materials, and the concentrated 

acid is easy to handle and is reasonably cheap. 

T,H^ hydrochloric acid, when used under the correct conditions, i. 

highly effective  for the removal of rust,  millscale,  and other oxides of 

iron, water scales and deposits, and it can be used in contact with a 

wide range  of construction materials.    D.pendin« on the type of deposit 

to be removed, and on the time available,  it may be used in many cases 

at ambient  temperature.      Solubility of more resistant deposits  is 

however, increased when higher temperatures are used, and  the time require 

for a cleaning operation can similarly be reduced by using hot solution.. 

It must be borne in mind, however,  that  the attack on the parent metal 

also increases with increasing temperature, and it is essential that 

an efficient inhibitor is used which is  capable of withstanding th. 

elevated temperature conditions.      Many commercial inhibitors which ar. 

perfectly good at ambient temperatures and indeed up to temperature as 

high as 140°F.   (60°C)  decompose above this temperature.      The result is 

not only that the parent .tal is attacked to a greater extent,  but also 

that the decomposition products of the  inhibitors often produce treacly 

dsposits inside the plant.      Selection of the correct inhibitor is 

therefore essential. 

Inhibited hydrochloric acid m b. us.d in admixtur. with otter 

mUrials in order to improv. it. performance when in contact with th« 

»r. acid .«.iti» materials.      It may, in certain cases, be «... to 

olean bra.., by the addition of suitable chemical, to control doinoi- 

fiction.     Similarly, by the addition of fluorite., th. .ff.ot of th. 

 '      ~   *•*—*••      •-•i*^ 
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inhibited acid solution, on debits containing ,illMt.. lg Moh 

«hancd.    Homily tbi. tyre of deposit is resi.tant toward, ohmica! 

=l.ani„g, and very often present8 . difflcuU ^ ^ ^.^^ 

*-~i.    For »hi, purpose, hydrofluoric acld or one of the 3oiuM< 

fluoride, such as „i. bifluorlde or ,odiüB ^^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

proportions of approximately 1«¡ by weight. 

Although hydrochloric acid is suitable for us. ln plant containlng ^ 

•te.ls,   it is generally considered to be not suitable where stainless 

.t.,H are encountered.      „,„  is due prinolpally t„ ^ ^ rf ^ 

"""'" Cra0klne "hl0h U i"lti*'«<' 1» austenitic stainless steels by 

the presence of the  chloride 1»..      »u. it „ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

thorough washin, such danger could be avoided, it is normally considered 

îood practice to avoid the possibility of any such attack. 

SalStaic Acid ha. also been used extensively in chemical clean!,,., 

pro,»...      TM, Mi, .hen inhibited has proved to be a good solvent for 

nsny type, of deposit, with the exception of the hardness scales, i.e., 

those containing calcium .alts.    It is  cheaper than hydrochloric acid when 

considered on a degree of acidity basis, but  it 1, „0t so easily handled 

as  the aforementioned product.      Furthermore,   the efficiency of inhibition 

1»  not so great a. that in  th, case of the inhibited hydrochloric a**,. 

There is a tendency for th«  inhibitors available for this material to break- 

down after being Ir use for a certain period  of tine.      This need not be 

too serious if adeouat, chemical control  can be ensured for the checca! 

cleaning process, but this i, usually the exception rather than th, rol. 

in nost operation..      3ulphurtc acid i,, however, often acceptable *„ 

'«ling with au.tenitlc eUinl... .tttl pl„t# ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

^£k 
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«teluded by the Electricity Generatin:; Boar-da  in the U.K. 

Tht use of milnhamlc acid overcomes many o' the problems inherent in th« 

use of sulphuric acid,   in that th*  acid is  *  solid mnterial, which is 

relatively easy to inhibit efficiently, although the  solution- ^ of 

similar acidic st~ngth to the  commonly used mineral acids.      It does, 

however,  have the disadvantage   chat on an acid  for acid basis,   it.  coat 

is relatively hich.      It may,  however, be used  for delving calcium 

based scoi-,   «ir-e  i*  forms  soluble sulphamates unlike sulphuric acid 

which form,  insoluble sulphates.       It is, unfortunately, not particularly 

effective  in  the removal of rust and mill scale,  but  it is claimed that 

this action may be increased by admixture with other acids.      This, 

however,  complicates the process unnecessarily.      It's one great advantage 

is that  despite if, relative strength, it is more easy to inhibit when 

dealing with the acid sensitive metals.      It thus provides an effectif 

reagent for the descaíinp of non-ferrous metal equipment, and is even 

permeable where soldered or brased joints are present. 

The other common inorganic mine-al acid, nitric acid, is not used to any 

UT** PxtoTìt  ir, every day chemical  cleaning  principally because of th« 

difficulty of inhibiting this material.      It is, however, used very 

largely in the precommission clawing of stainless steel items of plant. 

In this respect, it is used in admixture with sulphuric and hydrofluorio 

ani<*s an e paste for removing weld oxides from fabricated structure., 

»¿»in in admixture with hydrofluoric acid as a cleaning agent for the 

surface of mild steel plant,  -«id it is used alone for passivatine .uoh 

stainless steel fabrication following the chemical cleaning pna»«e. 
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°TmU l°1*"' ni '" I«*i.-l.r,  .W. acid, have b„en widelv ^ ln 

«cent year, i„ the ell„lotì oleanirc fiold_       citrio MI4 i3 ^^ 

but ft h», been used to a ^t e,tent in the deanin, of Power stfltion 

plant.       It i3 usual]/ used in  H solnHnn of  v,-i  v.*_ 5#.o solution at hijh temperature with  the 

*.  v.!», „f toe solution ,dJusttd to apprMimately ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

«ni. bifluoride.      „nder these conations citric acid ¿mt eff?otiv. 

solvent for •,t and -HJ.oaL. and, since it has no bad effects on 

au.t.nitie stainless atee!,  it is «at valuable in cleaning plant 

confinine these Serial,.      Citric acid for a .hile „Joyed almost 

»niversa,  acceptance i* the post-corion cleanin, „f power rlant,  „lno, 

U ... feared th.t the use of atronar onerai acida ... causine fe*, 

to the r,rent .«tal structure.      » „, ho.ever, found that the clea^ 

•ffect cf this „atari«! .,, not so aarked as  that of inhibited hydrochloric 

»Cd,  and the Utter „.teria, haa no. returned to favour.      This has been 

aasist.d by the discovery that the a2er..sive nature of .,„   inhibited 

hydrochloric acid aolutions  is no great.r than that of the inhibits 

citric acid. 

Other oreanic acid, ha« b..n „.., ln Miltl„ %0 „^ ^    ^^ 

of hydroxy aceti « acjd and fon-lç .cid h.« b.m u„d extensively i„ th. 

United Stat.,, and to a !,,.„ „tent f«i. .cid and acetic acid hav. 

..een used by the.s.1... foT the ch.Mc.l cl.anine of „ore »cid sensitiv. 

materials. 

S.que,t.rine «.nt. ,uch „ .th.vl.ned    ,,    00m(mlj 

called E.D.T.A. har. „.„ propo,.„ „„ t<> a ^ ^^ ^ ^ ^ 

year. f„r th. r.«,«! 0f ollolu. ^ „^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

,1,U,r 'lKLU     """^ -»»*' — *- *»..* to ua. d.riv.tl, 
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of this material fc- the removal of iron oxide and corper oxide deposits 

from boilers.      The advantages claimed for such methods  are  that the 

alkaline solution is used to remove such deposits resulting in less metal 

attack and a more passive finish.      Unfortunately,  it  seems necessary to 

apply such solutions at elevated pressures and temperatures  in order to 

produce results equivalent  to the more widely used acid,  and under such 

conditions, the attack rates become comparable with those of the inhibits* 

hydrochloric and similar acids. 

3.1.2.  Dpfí-reasinfT Árente.    In many cases deposits of a greasy or oily nature ars 

required to be removed.      Chemical cleaning in such cases  is usually 

accomplished usine degreasing solutions which may fall  into one of ths 

following three classes:- 

The alkali/synthetic detergent mixtures 

Organic solvents 

Emulsifying solvents. 

In »any cases where acid cleaning is to be carried out,  it  is ssssntial 

to remove crease which is also present in the deposit.      This  is to 

pr«Tent the grease or oil from repelling the acid solutions, and henct 

•asking the deposits from the action of the acid. 

Alkali/synthetic detergent    degreasing solvents are widely available 

commercially, and make use of such materials as caustic soda, the alkali 

swtal phosphates, the alkali metal silicates, sodium carbonate etc.    Tho« 

•ateríais are used either singly or in admixture together with suitable 

oosjmeroial synthetic detergents.      The materials are usually applied M 

hot solutions to the plant to be cleaned, and agitation or circulation is 

••Mntia] to improve emulsification or solution of the gr«a*y saterial. 

um 
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When choosing a debasing Serial,  it  is »till important to take into 

consideration the .atrial  of construction of the plant.      Aluminium and 

zinc and their alloys with other „.tais will be attached by solution of too 

great an alkalinity,  and special precaution, must be  ta*en in these  cases. 

The organic so! vent,, used in chemical  cleaning processes are usually of  the 

chlorinated hydrocarbon type.      These aerials are non-inflan ble,  Wid 

have a hi* capacity for nineral oils  and greases.      They may ,e u.ed 

either by washin; the plant  with a quantity of the solvent  itself,  or may 

be applied as vapours  u.in3 an external vapouri3.r to su-ply vap0ur of the 

solvent to be applied to the plant to  be  cleaned.      Inside the rl,nt  the 

vapour condenses,  and the condensing solvent washes down the walls of the 

Plant,  freeing then, from oily deposits.       Examples of such solvents are 

trichlorethylene,  perchlorethylene, methylene chloride etc. 

.The emulsify^ m}ymf„ are a class of cnemicala uge(J ^ ^^ 

cleaning methods which are most versatile and easy to use.      Many type. 

are available commercially, but they usually consist of a   kero.an.    or an 

aromatic solvent depending on the type of deposit to be removed.      The 

advent itself contains an emulsifying agent.      Oily deposits are removed 

by application of the amulsifying solvent  to the plant, and this resulta 

in solution of the oily material in the solvent.      As much of the solvent 

aa possible may then b. drained off,  the remaining solvent being washed 

away by water.      9» ^..„e, of th# tmlaltliag ^ 0MM> ^ ^^ 

and it's dissolved oil content to be readily emulsified and so removed 

•asily fro- the plant.      It is possible to ua. preaixed emulsions of th... 

solutions to remora oily deposits, such «thod. usually ..ployin« haatad 

solutions. 

BM 
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Other specialised solvents are used for particular examples of chemioal 

cleaning.  Por instance, algaecides may be used for the removal of slim» 

or mould growths in cooling systems. However, such applications are of 

limited applicability, and so are generally outside the scope of this 

paper. 

To repeat, therefore, the choice of a material for use in a chemical oleanini 

proeess must be examined on the basis of two requirements»- 

1. the material must dissolve or disintegrate the deposits so that 

they may be easily removed. 

2. the material used must not attack the metal from which the plant 

is constructed, or must be inhibited to prevent such attack. 

3.2   The Methods. 

3,2#1* "Sit & Soak Methods".  The commonest method, and by far the most 

widely used method of chenical cleaning processes, is probably the 

"sit and soak» method.  This is simply to fill the plant which is to 

be cleaned with a preraixed solution of the chemical cleaning reagent. 

Alternatively, the unit may be filled with water, and the chemical 

solution or reagent is then added and stirred into the general bulk of 

the water.  This method can produce good results provided that its 

limitations are realised.  It obviously works best where there is an 

evolution of gas resulting from the action of the cleaning agent on the 

deposit.  This is, of course, the case where temporary hardness scales 

are being removed, these consisting of calcium carbonate which evolves 

oarbon dioxide when treated with inhibited acids.  The evolution of 
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n Intermittent injection 
of air, or nitrogen if 
available. 

FIG. 5. 

SECTION ï|?|it 

'SIT AND SOAK' 
CLEANING METHOD 
- ECONOMIC BOILER. 

FIG.    6. 
MOTION ]|2|gL 

,AUTOCIRCULATI0ir• 
CLEANING METHOD FOR BUT 
«CHANGER. 

ajM wt ^ü¿. -'•fe-   J^SStìÉlè&alà '».J^iM.^'* 
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gas generally mixes the solutions rapidly, and prevents local stagnation« 

The process  is allowed to continue until the maximum amount of scale has 

been dissolved,  fresh reagents being added if necessary.      The solution 

may of course be  stirred mechanically, or by blowing air through it from * 

compressor through a suitable discharge tube.      See figure 5« 

3*2.2. Auto Circulation.    This method was developed from the sit and soak method 

where gases are evolved.      Very briefly, it depends on the fact that the 

density of a column of liquid  containing gas bubbles is less than that of 

the liquid itself.      In practice,  the equipment tobe cleaned is connected 

from its lowest point to a suitable container in which the chemical cleaning 

solutions can be placed by means of flexible hoses.      The container is plaoed 

at a sufficiently high point to enable solvent to flow by gravity into the 

plant.      A return hose is taken back from the top of the plant to the 

container.       In the plant gas is generated because of the reaction between 

the solvent and  the carbonate  scales, and the  resulting liquid gas mixture 

flows back  to the container by virtue of its lower gravity.    See figure 6. 

it2.3.Pump Circulation.    Where auto circulation cannot be used,  circulation may 

be induced in the unit by using a suitable pump.      See figure 7»    In its 

simplest form a pumped circuit takes off its supply from the lower part of 

the unit to be cleaned, and returns the cleaning solution to the top of the 

unit.      In this way, stagnation of the cleaning solution is avoided, and a 

fresh supply of solvent is continuously put into contact with all parte of 

the plant.       It is rarely possible to improve cleaning processes using 

this method by the velocity effect alone.      If sufficiently high velocities 

are used to scour away resistant deposits, then metal attack would alaost 

oertainly take plaoe due to breakdown of the inhibitor fila.      It is 
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important when considering pumped circulation to study the design of the 

circuit with some care.    The factors which must be taken into account when 

considering this type of circulation are  the  limiting flow velocity which 

will be  dealt with in a later section,  combined with the necessity for 

recycling the solution within the unit  in a reasonable space of time,  in 

order to avoid local stagnation and saturation of the cleaning solution. 

l.g.A.C^a Induced Circulation,       In the section on circulation by auto circulation 

above,  mention was made of  using compressed air or similar gases  in order 

to stir up the solution in a vessel or other item of plant.    By introducing 

the air or gas at a suitable place within the plant,  it is possible to induce 

a circulation comparable with that which may  be produced when using an 

external  pump.      An example of this type of circulation is  included in 

figure 8,  which shows the  use of air to  induce circulation in the chemical 

cleaning solutions used in a simple water  tube boiler design. 

•^g.S.Foam Cleaning Methods.    Several  types of apparatus,  some  of them covered by 

patents have been designed  to produce chemical cleaning solutions  in the 

form of a relatively stable foam.      These  foams are pumped much  in the  same 

way that a liquid may be pumped into the plant to be cleaned.       Inside the 

plant  the  foam bubbles break on contact with the surface,  and the chemical 

cleaning solution from which the foam was formed,  runs back down the walls 

of the plant as a solution.      The advantage claimed for this type of cleaning 

is two-fold «- 

1. The amount of chemical reagent needed is relatively small 

2. The weight of cleaning solution inside the plant is small 

compared with that if the plant were to be filled. 
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- «r.t reason may be SOTOWhst of a ^^ if the tws of 

to ». removed are of a nature wMch „iu reaot ,ith the gimninr ^ 

Th, smaXX vox,« or soXution „sed ln thl, re:,„oct ,__ , ^^ 

because the solution rapidly beoomes „^ by ^^ ^ ^ ^^ 

On the other hand,  lf the deposit i3 loo3ened by the  foim_   then f(i3 ^ ^ 

a vali, .ay of reoovin£ lt.      SimiUriyi  oi]y depoait3 ^ ^ ^ ^ 

using a foam made from degreasi„e solvent».      The second advance ,. 

ooviouaiv of great value .hen plant is  t0 be clemei ._ ^ ^ ^ 

SUC that it .xxx not suPPort the „ieht of chçmioaI c]eanine !ioiution wMeh 

would be necessary to fill it. 

Foam methods, although apparently having avantagea, are XitH. used in 

the United Kingdom. 

i.^.SxaavJfethode.    In oertain types of plant3> n mi bo ^^ to ^^ 

chemical cleaning solutions in the form of sprays.      Por exmple, .„,„ „ 

ia rehired to oXean a large tank,  lt is uauaUy possible to ^^ ^ 

.o«e sort of manifold whioh ,iu supply so]u(ion ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 

intelai surfaces .hen charged by a pump.    UUmtl,.!,,   rotating heads 

-V be ueed which distribute the solutions over the „hole inte• surface 

of th, vessel.      Such methods have the advantage of U3inf; only «derate 

amount, of cleaning solutions, and are thus much more economical than 

fllltai the «...I.      The same disadvantage may apply in this case, na»ly, 

that the solution may beo«, exhausted,  and it i, „eoesaary to maintain 

oontrol over this aspect of the operation.      Spray method, are obviously 

li.it.« to th. cleaning of surfaces »hich are easily accesaibXe, for 

•xa.pl., th. int.rior of tank., or th. „trior surfaces of surfac. 

condenser«. 

-*^—-¿-A-^ihimÊt^m rtctái-*«.'¿iäbr**e :jj 
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3.2.7.Pmate. Where local areas of plant are to be cleaned, and where it is 

either impossible or uneconomic to fill the plant, the application of 

chemical cleaning solutions in paste or gel form may be considered.  Thie 

•ethod obviously has an advantage over the «pray method previously reported 

in that the application of the material may be confined to small localised 

«reas.  The method employs the usual solutions used for chemical cleaning, 

namely, inhibited acids, and these are transformed to a paste-like consistency 

by mixing them with an inert absorbent material such as barium sulphate.  The 

resulting paste is then applied to the metal surfaces by means of trowels or 

spreaders, and is left in position for sufficient tim» for the chemical 

cleaning reagent to have the desired effect.  It is, of course, obvious that 

such a method will produce rapid saturation of the chemical cleaning reagent, 

since fresh supplies of the solution are not repeatedly brou^it into contact 

with the surfaces.  The paste is then v.ashed away with water and if the 

required results have not been obtained, the process is repeated.  Inhibited 

acids may also be transformed into gels by using su:table organic thickening 

agents, although the majority of these have only a limited life in such solution» 

These gels are again applied by painting or pasting the area to be cleaned. 

The type of application where these methods are used is, for example, the 

cleaning of weld areas in fabricated steel tanks, particularly in stainless 

steel structures. In these cases, the welds are initially ground to remove 

excess metal but the weld area is usually surrounded by a discoloured surface 

due to heat staining by formation of oxides.  In these cases, a paste 

containing sulphuric, nitric and hydrofluoric acids is applied, the paeting 

agent usually being barium sulphate in this case.  There is, of course, no 

teaaon why other chemical cleaning solutions should not be used for past« 

-•'• -""*-»- 
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ganen, cummic g? PBQCESS p^, 

-«.od., «M, tht OT. ltBiution that the Momit of frMh ^^ ^ 

cont.ct with the surface to be cleaned is mini«!. 

3'!,,'!Md!Äi!-    """^ hM *« -* previously of the use of orgMlo 

•olv.nt, such „ chlorinated ^drocarbona for the renovai of ^ ^ ^ 

¿•Posit, from induatrial plant.    If oily deponits are to te ^^ ^ 

11«-* organic solente,  then . succession 0f „Mhe, mu3t „. ^^^  ^ 

ot„,r.is. the residual film of oolvent left ,„ ^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

fin.! evaporation.      Th, us, of 30lvent „^  ^^  ^ ^ 

diaadvantap»,  since by distilline a solvent    (W-       ,       .   . 
n.   a solvent,  fr«3h solvent forma continuously 

on the met •! surface, by condonation.      * runnin, co.n  the wall3 of th„ 

«.sei,  the condensed vapour diasolve. fc. oily material and „turn, this to 

tb. vapouris.r.      Subeeouently,  th. solvent di.tnie off „,.„, !_•„, ^ 

the cont-t-iirntion. 

•*» -t,,,., i8 „,lluaM„ whe.e mtynìvtUaa u ^^ it hti    nd ^ _  the 

proport^n of ,olve„t  insola,, materia!,  in th»   -,„,„ ls mll.      „ 

there    b. a hi.* proportion of insolubl. material,  the uaual effect  „ ,„ 

vapour treatments to  remove th« oilv mattar- f•« -t-v, -.     . "i« oiiy matter from th- cont.-tminatlnn,  but leaving 

Mhind •ch of the advent insolubl, mariai  ln th„ ftn. rf duaty ^^ ^ 

the oil-fre, surfaces.      The „,, of -olvnt v,poura „ obv;o„.ly to b8 ^^ 

from the economic standpoint, since  th* ^„.f    *• i   mi.,  since  the amount of solvent  employed  is very small 

compared with that needed to carry o,,t  «„„•.- carry out repeated washing using tho liquid 
solvent. 

m certain type, of plant,  „ «, ,. ^,ihu t0 ^^ ^ rf ^ ^^ 

solvent into the bottom of the unit,  and the, to heat this by induction of 

. steam »il or similar heater.      Th. solvent vapou- then distils and diffusa 

through th, plan,, 00n-.n3i„e on th. cooLd .urfao., .ith th. cleaning .«.„» 
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described previouyly.      At the end of  the process, all of the contamination 

within the plant  is  concentrated in the  residual solvent at  the bottom of the 

unit,  and may be drained »way,  so removing the maximum possible  contamination 

while  usin¡; the minimum amount  of solvent. 

A second tyx?  of vapour phase ci canine  involves  the use of steam as a carrying 

agent.      For example,   should  the plant   to be cleaned be in  the  form of a long 

pipeline, steam  is blown through the  line and cleaning chemicals are  injected into 

the steam.      Under carefully controlled conditions,   inhibited  acids may be used in 

this method to remove mi lineale and rust from steel surfaces.       The conditions art 

however,  Pirite  critical ;in<i   it   is nosnvbl?,  under certain circumstances,  to 

produce much heavier quantities of metallic oxides  than were previously present. 

Another aspect of this type of cleaning is,  of course, the use of alkali 

detergent mixtures  in saturated steam  for the removal of greasy deposits.    This 

process is widely used in cleaning motor vehicles where small  portable  3teara 

generators of  th>    coil type are used.     The detergent chemicals  are either 

introduced into  the water supply of ^uch equipment,  or may preferably be injected 

jnto  tho discharge larice of the equipment by use of an ejector device.      The 

second method is, of course,  preferable since the possibility of choking of the 

steam noil by accumulated chemicals is  avoided. 

\\ 3*3     The Equipment. 

The equipment required for oarrying out e nemica cleaning prooesMS way be 

divided broadly into the following main headingsi- 

Storage 

Transfer 

Mixing and Dissolving 

Circulation 

Disposal 
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«» factors to be tatam into account when the choice of equi^t i0 

made are as followst- 

The equipment must be adequate to do the work in th. .    • 
" -ne wonc in the engineering sense. 

««ÄT.^SÄ1' "Si8tant *° "» -*"- us.a to 

3.3.1.JÎSB.,   »oraally, in «u ohemloal oleanini op,rationSi the ^ 

of th, checca!, to be used present, „o problem      ft. œterial, m 

hmdled and used from the containers in .Mrf, «. «miners in which they are supplied.      If 

somewhat larger operations are to be oon,irfo•j   ... 
° m considered, then som« suitable 

»tora** tan* ,.ust he provided in orde, to achieve -I11H. eco„oV in th. 

purchase or chacals.      Por example,  it is much cheaper t„ buy hydrochloric 

«Old in bul* denverv th» by the purchase of ^ller containers,  and if 

oh-ical cleanine operations are beinc carried ou-, sufficienti, t„n 

to consider the purchase of a storage tank    th•    x < 
« strage tan*,  then obvious economies can 

result, 

*- conventional .tora,, tan, for asil,.8lve Mt„ial, ,„„„ „ ^ 

ooncentrated inhibited mineral aoid. ar. „ta!  ta^s suitably limd .„„ 

protective materia!.      „3uallï suoh ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^^ 

-bber, and althoueh such tanxs a« initial!, expensive, the life U 

»«117 ion«,  provided that they are not damaged mechanically.      ^n it 

1» reouired that the tank .hould b. portable, however, a tan* fabricated 

ft- Plastic »terials is to be desired because of it, lifter ,ei*t and 

hence ease of transport.      The tan» i. u,ually _ froa flbregla,8> 

Unsd with . »fri.! .uch „ ,.T.c.f „ t„. ^ ^ ^ ^^ 
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from polythene, in which case, no lining ia required,  although some 

mechanical stiffening ia usually necessary.      The tank is transported 

empty to wherever it  ia required, and  is  then set up on a firm flat base 

and the required chemical  is  delivered to it by bulk  tanker delivery. 

A different form of transportable storage tank is provided by the rubber 

inflatable type of tank, this  tikes the" form of a pillow-like bag.    This 

may be  transported from site  to site,   rolled up on a lorry,  then once 

again,  on reaching site,  a firm base is provided iind  the  chemical solution« 

delivered to the bag from a bulk tanker. 

The  disadvantage of both types of portable tank is that  they are 

mechanically not 3trong,   and must be protected from accidental damage. 

In the case of the rigid plastic tanks  particularly,  suitable venting 

must be ensured, otherwise  collapse of  the tank will  result on withdrawing 

the  solution. 

3.3.2.Transfer.      It ia obviously desirable to avoid manual  transfer of corrosive 

solutions where possible.       In small scale cleaning operations,  the use of 

the containers  in which the  cleaning materials are supplied is expedient, 

but here again,  the handling of the materials can be made much less 

hazardous by  the use of suitable transfer pumps.      The  simplest way of 

accomplishing this transfer when small quantities of material are to be 

moved is  to U3e a carboy siphon.      The limitation here,   of course,  is that 

the solution container« must be  placed at a higher level  than the vessel 

into which they are to be  discharged.       Alternatively,  a small carboy 

emptying pump of the  dip type may be used.      This  consists of a small  pump 

mounted on a  tube which is   Ion; enough to reach to the bottom of the 

container to be emptied.       The small pump is electrically or air driven 
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or .Ppro,i„teiy t.n feet abore the conUinsr_    ^ ureer 3(wiiM ^ 

- - t«.fcmd| the „.. of . ohemioaliy reniatant posiuTO ^^ 

« * advisable.      The asteria are 0bvl0U3ly ^ ^^ ^ ^^ 

conclu* „.t.. ,„ that oomplete resl3tance to tta ohenioi Miutim 

is essential  in this c&<?e        ¿„„..u 
case.      Another suitable pump for tr,,nSOortme 

«uu.ezy -.xi ,«.tiMM or acida l3> for #MpUi tta Dupiei ^ B 

P..«!» action diaphra«* t^.      The ^ ^ ^^ ^^ ^ 

«anona p., ,lnuU of soluti(m ^^ & ^ ^ ^ ^  ^   ^      ^ 

^r «mu. or .olutlnl a• t0 be t^rted, . centrifugal w ta 

of course, Cesile,  here a^n,  the construction .«.riM. «., b. 

estant to  the concentrate. cheaicul3.      When using pump3 f„ ^ ^^ 

or t„. che^is, th# U3Ual pracUoe i3 to use Qhe^ ^^ ^ 

for the purpose of transporting the llquld.    Nat,iral  rubb„ „^ ^ 

«11.«.. .Mon are suHabie for „t  of th. reacts „sed, an,  these .„ 

- »cure, by „chanic*! clip8 of the JuMlM cnp ^      ^^ ^ 

",W ÌS n0t Pra0ti0akle *h"° hiS» "••«. a« «countered an. ta thi. 
ca.. suitably iined „ui pip.*,* must  De ,mplo/,d- 

3.3.3.Mixln.r i ft..„i.,..c     Äf che„ical  r„•> , 
me cneaical  reagents nay be usad in th. ohaa- 

io.! cleanin, process,  they „t „th. ». .uitably düut.d .ith „t.r, „ 

if they are solid,  th., aust be dis.olv.d in the solution.      » i., 

therefore, co»on practice to us. . „lxlng or iUiolying t^ ^ ¿ 

epical cleaning circuit.     Th... »bviousiy .in not n.0„.arily „ rf 

ver, large capacity co.p.r,d with th. circuit to b, cleaned, sine. th. 

•olutlcn u..d to mi th. d«,^ .lrouit. m „ intntmt #Uher 

e^btdták. 
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batch-wist, or continuously, using suitable techniques.      Por ease of 

portability,  the moat popular tanks in use for thi3 purpose are usually 

mde from fibreglass with  suitable resin lamination.      Such tanks are relat- 

ively rigid and easily  transported.      They are also sufficiently resistant 

to the chemicals in use  to  be satisfactory for the purpose.      They are,   of 

course, not as strong mechanically as  lined metal  tanks, but  the ease of 

transportation far outweighs this disadvantage.       A mixing tank is  usually 

provided with a suitable  branch outlet so that it  may be  connected to the 

circulating pump used  for   the circulation of the chemical cleaning circuit. 

The same type of tank may be used for dissolving solid chemicals prior to 

their addition to the plant.      Usually this  is achieved by introducing 

(preferably) hot water into the tank and mechanically agitating the 

solutions with either compressed air or suitable  paddles.      Where larger 

quantities of materials are to be handled,  the use of a suitable mechanical 

stirrer is preferable.       Alternatively,  good mixing may be achieved by use 

of pump to agitate the contents of tho  tank,  the  pump withdrawing solution 

from the base of the tank  and discharging it back  into the top. 

The most convenient size  of tankr* for this type of operation is usually 

found to be between 100 and 300 gallons ('jOO - 1,500 litres). 

1.1.A.Circulation.    Th» choice  of circulation equipment is, of course, governed 

principally by the size of the circuit.      The quality of equipment to be/ 

used will depend principally on the economics of the cleaning process.    Por 

example,  if the single operation is being considered,  it is obviously not 

practical to consider the purchase of an expensive chemically resistant 

pump.      In such cirouma tanoes, it is quite adequate to employ a simple 
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cntrifug.! pump and to accept the  fact that the pump efficiency .in  W1 

off rapidly in use o.i„K to erosion on the surfaces.      ^ the ^ ^ 

if repeated deans are to be considered,  it .oulc he »ise to look into the 

purchase of a totally resistant pumping unit, many of which are currently 

available  on the market. 

In addition to the chemical raiments of the pumping unit, the noma! 

hydraulic factors must he taken into account.     !t wi„ he she», in a later 

section that certain limits of ci-culation velocity are rehired, and these 

must he horne in mind .hen choosin, the equipment.      Secondly,  the head at 

Which the   Circulate pump wU1 operate mu8t b„ ^   .^ ^^ ^ ^ 

pump .hioh is capable of achieving this head must he chosen.    »,ere large 

quantities of solution are to he circulated,  it is desirable to consider 

the use of multiple small pumps rather than of one large unit.      In this .ay, 

the success of a chemical cleaning operation is not jeopardised by the 

failure of the on, unit, sufficient  circulation being available using the 

remaining units to ensure satisfactory completion.    In choosing pumps for 

such multiple operations, hcever,  the usual hydraulic conditions mast fc. 

taken into account, e.g., a pump with a flat efficiency curv. should b. 

chosen. 

The motive power for the pump is,  of course, chosen to suit local condition., 

but a diesel engine is often used for chemical cleaning operations, sino« 

they are most flexible and are usable in most situations. 

3.3.5. Suaat    Disposal of the used chemical solutions usually presents one 

of the most difficult problems associated with the use of the process.      It 

is possible by neutralising the used solutions chemically to discharge th.. 

••-»--- - 
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into the normal drainage system.      Alternatively,  it is usual  to store 

the used solution in tanks similar to those used for storage of the 

undiluted chemicals until  they can be removed by tanker  for disposal 

elsewhere.      Consultation with the appropriate authorities  in good timi 

avoids trouble later. 

3.3.6.Truck Mounted Pump Complex.    It  is common in  the United States  to use 

complexes built up of the various  items and these are mounted together on 

a suitable  truck unit.     Pumping equipment,  chemical  mixing tanks and atorante, 

heating equipment and the necessary valves and manifolds are ail interconnec- 

ted permanently  in such tn arrangement. 

This arrangement is most convenient when repeated cleaning operations  of a 

similar type are envisaged, but  is rather inflexible in character should 

operations  of a different  type and   ;i^e be contemplated. 

3.3.7.Heating Equipment.      It  is  often desirable t-  use warm solutions to accel- 

erate  the  rate of dissolution of deposits in   chemical cleaning  processes. 

For small  operations,  a suitable steam generator may be  used,   thea« produce 

steam or hot water by direct flame heating in a small coil  type boiler. 

They may be used to heat tanks  containing chemicals by either direct 

injection or by producing hot water in place of steam.      Alternatively, 

direct flame type heaters may be  used, which use bottled gas supplies  to 

heat tanks of water b„.   the use of suitable plate type heaters.    This  type 

of equipment is  less susceptible  to breakdown than the steam generators, but 

are usually somewhat  slower in raising temperature. 

Electrical methods of heating «a  ',  of course, be considered where 
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adequate pow.r suppli« are avaiiable, itmmnion ^ ^^ ^ ^ 

widely usad. 

Where  lar,*  operations are envisaged, the  us. of such  portable typ.. 0f 

heating methods a.e not  suitable and  the use of * amall „^^ Bt(}fM 

boiler is required.    These can often be mounted on a suitable trailer 

unit and are  thus available for towing to  the site where they are 

required. 
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4,0 TOE CRITERIA FOR SUCCESSFUL CHfcMICAL CLEANING. 

The criteria on which the  success of a chemical cleaning operation 

la Judged aret- 

The complete removal of the deposit or contamination. 

The  absence of attack on the parent metal of the plant. 

The  production of a stable surface  following the cleaning prooesB. 

4.1, Removal  of the  Deposit.     It  is  obviously most advantageous if a solvent 

can be  found which will completely dissolve  the contamination.      This is, 

unfortunately,   infrequent.       In areas  where water of high temporary hardnee 

is  preñent,  deposits  usually consist  of calcium carbonate scalea,  and in th 

case alone, almost  100$ solution of the  deposits can be achieved using 

inhibited hydrochloric acid.    Usually,   however,  the deposits encountered 

are only partially soluble,  and   the best that can be expected  in these 

caaes is,that  sufficient  of the deposit will be dissolved to ensure  the 

breakdown of the remainder.      Under these conditions,  the insoluble  residui 

is  usually left  in  the form of a sludge where it  can be washed away by 

adequate flushing. 

It  is good practice to test the deposit prior to choosing the chemical 

cleaning solvent,  if suitable samples  of the contamination can be obtained. 

It must be remembered, however,  that the conditions pertaining in a beaker 

in the laboratory are very much different from those which will be 

encountered in the plant  itself.      For instance,  if pieces of scale are 

broken away from a boiler,  and are then tested in the beaker in a laboratoi 

it must be remembered that,  in the latter circumstance, all sides of the 

deposit are attacked by the cleaning solution.      In practioe, however, onl? 
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the outermost face is exposed at any one time to the action of solvent. 

This,  of course,  means that  in the laboratory a more favourable  indication 

is  sometimes found than is achieved in practice.      In general,   it can 

usually be taken that  if 5Qj£ solbility is achieved under laboratory 

conditions,  then the process has a reasonable chance of success  in 

practice. 

Solubility can,  of course, be increased by usin, heated solutions, and 

this  is very often employed  in practice as a means of dissolvine the leas 

soluble deposits with inhibited acids.      It is, of course,  essential in 

these cases to consider the second criterion, namely the absence of attack 

on the parent metal vhen choosing suitable  solvents.       Many chemical 

cleaning solvents which are perfectly satisfactory at ambient temperatures, 

are totally unusable at elevated  temperatures. 

If the deposit contams a large proportion of insoluble residues, then 

flashing must be adequate to  remove this  at the completion of the process. 

This   is especially necessary  if pendant superheater or similar type tubes 

are bei*; cleaned.       In  these   tubes, the  acid cleaninc solution will 

deposit  insoluble  residues ayfche bends,  which may cause subsequent 

blockage of the  tubes.      It is  therefore most essential that, the  flushing 

-tes  follo.in, chemical cleaning are sufficiently hitf to remove these 

insoluble remues.       In the small bore tubes,   it i3  usually accepted that 

" fl-hin, rate of 4 ft.  per second is desirable to achieve satisfactory 

removal of debris.      It must be emphasised, however,   that this is usually 

too hif* a circulation rate for inhibited acids and the rafe maximum 

value  in most cases for acid circulation is accepted as 1  - 2 ft.  per 

gÉksaffifi&wÂ ^j»#"jj^i* 
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stoond in snail bore tubes. 

In nwny case3 where th> deposit is not 100?£ soluble, increased solubility 

may be achieved  by a suitable  ore-treatment.      This is the  case,   for 

instance,  whero sulphate scales are   involved.       These are not very soluble 

in the  inhibited  acids,   ami it  is  co..¡mon practice  to   'boil   out'   the unit 

containin    such a scile with an alkali treatment  prior to  the application 

of inhibited  aci'U?.      The ap^lic-ition of alkali   modifies the  scale and 

often improves  the solubility of the  subsequent acid process. 

It is also beneficial  to boil  out  items of plant which have been chemically 

cleaned where  the deposit- are not   100$ soluble.    This  is very often s 

much more positive method  of removing adherent   remaining deposits where 

all surfaces  ca.not be  contacted by  jets of water subsequent  to  the acid 

cleaning process.      In  these cases,   it is normal  to employ alkaline 

solutions - say,  of up to 1$ caustic soda solution,  or #. or t$ sodium 

carbonate solution,   those  iol"t<onn  being boiled out at atmospheric 

pressure in the  plant to  remove adherent  residues.    Thi3 treatment is again 

followed by copious rinsing with water. 

A.2.Prevention  oï Attack on Parent Metal.    The second criterion is,  of course, 

that the chemical cleaning solution shall not damage the item of plant to 

be cleaned.       In cases  of doubt,  it   is advisable to consult  chemical 

cleaning consultants who will advise on the type of cleaning agent best 

suited for the  purpose.      However,   there are goneral  rules which assist 

the choice  of an inhibited acid for removing a particular type of deposit 

when in contact with different metals.      A table detailing the more common 

chemical cleaning reagents, and the metals in contact with which they are 
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Buitabl.,  (b.arine ,„ «tBd the dep03Us . llch    ^ ^^ to ^ r>jK^d) 

is appended. 

In general,   the Inhibitor, no. available  f„, use „Uh ..„eral acid, .„ 

extremely effective, provided  that  thoy a-e used in accordance with the 

direction, ,lv,,n.      It «.,,  ho.ever,  be brw  f„ .,„, ^   ^   .^.^ 

are  only effective at 1er temperature.,  und ma, b.-eak down  ,r the 

temperature  i-, raised.     In addit.cn  to the d..tn,.tlon of the  inhibiting 

properties of the material, 3uch breakdown is often accompanied by th. 

formation of -treacly,  deposit, „hich add to the difficulties „ithin th. 

plant 

4.2.1. flow Rat-, When considering th. ua. of inhibited mineral acida, 

the effect of velocity mentioned above must b»  carefully considered, 

i. the velocity of the  cleaning solution  is increased,  the extent 

of corrosion by direct  attack of the cleaning reagent on the parent 

»tal  is increased linearly,      Under met  circumstances,  it   is 

usually accented that  the safe maxima, value  for the circulation of 

chemical cleaning solutions  in relatively small  pipework is 

1 ft.  - 2 ft. per second (0.3 - 0.6 metres/second).      It must b. 

borne in mind, however,  that this figure cannot be applied to 

pipework of all sizes since,  obviously,  the turbulence effect, 

produced in small pipework by such velocities is very much great« 

than those produced in large bore pipework.      In such case«, 

consideration of the Reynolds Number is a much more effective 

criterion, but such consideration is beyond the scope of this 

present jap«.     Wh.» the safe velocity of circulation ha. to be 

...., & jt*. .j&i&i   % _,A . 
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txeeeded because of other factors within the plant (for instano«, 

at the inlet pointa of pi mt where reasonable overall circulation 

is required) more severe attack can be expected, but there are 

•pecial processes available on the market which reduce such attack 

to extremely low levels by the use of sophisticated techniques. Suoh 

a process is the VECOM KF Process patented in Engl md and on the 

Continent. Details of the process are available on request. 

It must be borne in mind that the factors affecting both the 

removal of the deposit, and the extent of attack on the parent metal 

are the same. »Meare,velocity, time, temperature and concentration. 

It is essential that the values chosen for these factors are carefully 

considered in order to achieve the best overall results. 

4,3. Reparation of a Stable Surface Following Cleaning. 

4,3,1. The need for 'Passivation]  When the metallic surfaces of a plant 

have been chemically cleaned, those surfaces are usually in a very- 

active state, and unless some positive action is taken, the surface! 

will rapidly deteriorate, and much of the benefit of cleaning will be 

lost. 

This is particularly so in the case of plant made from mild steel, 

when freshly cleaned surfaces are very susceptible to rerusting. 

this oomment applies to both inhibited acid cleaning processes, and 

jolvent decreasing (alkaline depreasinp; agents leave steel surfaces in 

a reasonably passive condition for reasons which will become obvioue 

later).  V/here4olvent degreasing has been carried out, the steel 

surfaoes are ooapletely freed from oily residues, which would, in 
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4.3.2. 

ordinary circumstances  protect the metal from deterioration by rusting 

(which is,  of course,   caused by moist air). 

Acid cleaning processes on the other hand,  completely remove ¡^ 

oxides from the surfaces of the parent metal,   in addition to those 

deposits which are  the  reason for carrying out  the  cleaning process. 

These surface oxides are  the barrier between  the  parent metal and the 

oxygen in the air.      Under reasonably dry conditions,  the oxides prevent 

continued attack on the metal  - and hence are  essenti«!  to the  preser- 

vation of the plant.       At the completion of  the  cleaning process,  we 

have a metal surface which has been stripped not  only of its undesirabl. 

deposits, but  also of its surface layer of protective oxides. 

In many instances,  a protective oxide layer will  commence to grow 

immediately upon returning the plant to service,  but generally speaking, 

it is better to follow the chemical cleaning process with a »passivatxon» 

phase which is designed to produce a stable,   uniform oxide layer on all 

of the exposed metal surfaces. 

In the case of boiler plant,  this is most important,  since a boiler 

»lie« for its survival on the uniform layer of magnetic iron oxida 

formed on those surfaces in contact with water.      Rupture of this 

uniform layer leaves a small area of the metal  surface which is moat 

ausceptible to attack - hence cm-load corrosion.      Fortunately,  in 

boiler plant,  it is relatively easy to produce a uniform film by 

"boiling out« the unit, but in other plant, this method is not so 

readily available. 

The paasivation méthode -*tlthlf- 

MUi^ffl.     Two baeie method, of pe,.i*etion of lid .te.1 

•«•¿•a 
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ar» available for use after acid cleaning.      The first method alas 

to promote the growth of a uniform oxide film, the second to convert the 

surface film to a stable compound,  the most widely used being the 

phosphate process. 

Stable oxide formation takes place on mild steel particularly wall ill 

the presence of alkalies when heat is applied, and the fila is «van »ort 

uniform if reducing conditions can be achieved. 

For example,  in the case of boiler plant, both of these conditions can 

be achieved,  and ityis usual to  'boil-out'  the unit following an acid 

clean.      For this purpose,   the water in the plant is treated with 

alkaline  chemicals.      In the  cane  of low pressure plant,  a  1$ w/w 

solution of sodium carbonate may be used.       If it  is possible to apply 

up to 100 pr-m of sodium sulphite and maintain this,  then the desirablt 

reducing conditions are also  achieved.. 

The boiler is  then heated,  and  pressure is raised without  exporting 

steam.      All  drains are operated from time to time.      The process is 

continued for 12-24 hours,  at  the end of which time,  the  unit  is blown 

down under pressure, and ventilated to dry quickly.      A stable dark 

grey or black surface is obtained.      Higher pressure units  usually 

boil out with  trisodium phosphate,  and start with lower concentrations, 

about 1,000 - 2,000 ppm, apa in usin^ sulphite or hydrazine as  reduoing 

agent. 

Where the unit cannot be heated under pressure, some degree of 

passivation  in obtained by simply heating alkaline solutions  in the 

unit under atmospheric pressure.      For instance, a rjC sodimi carbonata 
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«luti« ^ iß8in ^ u3ed.       If dlreot ^^ of th< pimt ^ ^ 

P0..1M., the, circulation cf . hct eolation of itali is aaïl8abl,. 

Textur, should be Stained ta the clrMU M hlgh ^ ^^ 

by injection of steam if available. 

Where the heat is not available, the methods available become rather 

more complex.      Essentially they depend on the sequestration of iron 

from the metal surface, and oxidation under alkaline conditions. 

If no other method is available, circulation of a co]d 3* solution of 

sodium carbonate will reduce the tendency towards rerusting,  and will 

effectively neutralise any remaining acid residues. 

Conversion coatings,   the most widely used of which is the phosphate 

conversion, are produced by the action of chemicals on the clean metal 

surfaces.      A very presentable phosphate m» „y ^ produced on ^ 

steel by immersing it in, or filling units made from it, with a war» 

dilute solution of phosphoric acid (2* w/w) for about  15 minutes. 

A bright silver grey surface results, which is quite stable when dry. 

(«ore stable phosphate coatings may be obtained by using proprietary 

mixtures which incorporate metal phosphates, giving much more permanent 

results).       Here again,  the phosphate coatings produced by the simpl. 

method are very good - provided that heat  is available. 

ïfcosphate coatings may be produced in the cold, but they are auch les. 

atable and are not uniform. 

Other Metals.      The passivation of metals other thai; mild steel ie not 

of quite such importance since,  in general,  the rat. of deterioration 

of the cleaned surface, ia not so rapid. 
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Stainless staal should, however, be passivated following cleaning, and 

this is usually accomplished by immersing it  in nitric acid of about 

209S v/v strength.    Brass and oth^r copper alloys sometimes need 

treatment following cleaning,  and this is usually accomplished by 

applying oxidising agents such as sodium dichromate  in sulphuric acid 

solution. 

4.3.3. Tha  Importance of Flushing. Where acid cleaning processes (and in 

fact all chemical processes using aqueous solutions) have been carried 

out,   it  is most essential  to  remove all traces of cleaning chemical fro« 

the plant before attempting passivation.      The  flushing process should 

also remove all debris result in«; from the loosening of deposits in th« 

plant,  otherwise this debris will  musk the underlying surfaces and 

prevent  the passivation from acting on these. 

Where mild steel has been  cleaned,   particularly when hydrochloric acid 

has been used,  the metal  surface  is very active,  as  explained befora. 

Furthermore,  on draining away the acid solution,   the metal surface la 

laft covered with a film of acid containing dissolved iron.    If thia 

is washed away by filling the unit with water,   the  iron in the fil« will 

be thrown out of solution in the form of a gel on the metal surface. 

This gel will  trap chloride  residues from the clc.,"'rig solution, and 

these will not be flushed away by subsequent washes.      The chlorida 

residues remain on the metal  surface and are very activa in proaotiitff 

subsequent rerusting. 

This can be avoided by including a complexing agant for iron, for 
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•»«pie, eitrio «old in the first rinse water applied to the unit. 

This solution at 0.1* concentration will prevent this drop-out of 

iron gel. 

Subsequent plain water washes remove all traces of iron and chloride 

residues.      The passivation process then has the moat positive chance 

of producing a stable uniform protective surface. 

All in all,  the treatment of the plant subsequent to the cleaning 

process is almost as important a. the clean itself - the proverbial 

•ha'porth of tar'. 
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5.0. CUMPLES OP CHEMICAL CLEANING PB0CT33ia. 

5.1. Deicaling of a Heat Exchanger. 

The type of descaling solution required should be deoided talc in« into 

aocount the analysis jf the deposit which is causing the fouling, together 

with the materials of construction of the plant.      Table    1 

will give general guidance. 

If possible,  some estimation of the amount of chemical required should 

also be made,  since this will  indicate how much cleaning solvent will be 

needed to dissolve all of the deposit.      Whenever possible,   it  is best to 

carry out tests  to determine the solubility of the scale, and also to estimate 

the amount  of chemical required so that  the solution does not become exhausted 

A very rou^h estimate of th* amount  of inhibited hydrochloric acid 

required in  the  case of a typical  .steam plant  deposit  may be  obtained by 

aeeumins tv<>t the unit wei^it of t.ho oorioer.tr-i.t9d acid will   remove unit weight 

of the scale. 

5,1.1. Us in» Pnnmed Circulation.      The circuit is set up as shown in 

Figure 7 Section 3.2.3. 

(i).  Isole te the unit by clo^inj the water inlet and outlet velvee, 

or by spading off the lines. 

(ii).  Drain the TJrit. 

(ili). Connect the delivery of the pu»p by hose or pipework to the 

lowest available point on the water inlet side.    If no suitable 

connection i" available,  it timj be neoessary to brwak the line 

and fit an adaptor. 

(iw). Connect a return pipe or hose to the hißtest available tapping 
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Point, e.g.,  tkermometer pocket socket on the water outlet pip». 

Return this pipe or hose to a m&u tan|ff ^ ^^ ^ ^^ 

with a suitable branch at the bottom to enable it to be connected 

to the pump suction. 

(v). Connect pump suction to the tank, 

(vi). Fil]  the tank with the d..ealtas solution diluted with „t,r to th. 

recommended level as shown in the appended table.      Mix w.u. 

(vii). Pump the solution into the unit, 

(viii).  Continu»  repeating item* (vi) and  (vii)  until the unit is full and 

liquid returns to the tank by the upper or return hose, 

(iv).  It  is possible, with some experience,  to fill the unit by adding 

water and chemical solution continuously in the required proportion, 

to the tank, while the pump is running. 

(*).  Circulate  the  diluted solution by pumping    If further addition of 

chemical   is required,  this may be added to the tank from time to time, 

(xi). The completion of the process win  be indicated in the case of a 

carbonate scale by the cessation of gas evolution.      Check that this 

is not due to complete neutralisation of the acid solution by adding 

some of the cleaning solution from the tank to a piece of washing 

«oda,  (sodium carbonate) in a suitable jar.      If no gas is evolved, 

further addition of acid is required.. 

(xii) In the case of non-carbonate scales, the washing soda test will 

also confirm that the acid is still  active.    However, no easily 

recognised 9ißn indicates the end of the process in this oaae, and 

only experience will  indicate the amount of contact required if no 

chemical analysis is possible. 

íÍld¿     fc.     ¿Mttt>   ¡LI 
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(xlll). If the solution can be tested for rpsidual  acidity, the gompletion 

of the process is  indicated when the acidity does not decrease 

further with t-ime.       In  cases rhere rust deposits are being removed, 

the iron content of the  solution may be determined,  and the stabi1- 

isation of this  figure a -ain indicates  completion of the process. 

(Examples of typical  chemical monitoring of cleaning processes are 

shown later). 

(xiv).     Drain  the unit,  neutralising the effluent   if necessary with caustic 

soda liquor,  soda ash or limp after the  solution has been drained frt 

the  unit.      Do not add neutralising agents  to the solution  in the unJ 

(xv).    Plush out the unit  thoroughly with clean water,  preferably from the 

top downwards  in order to remove all  undissolved debris, 

(rri).     ?ill   and drain  the  unit, with clean water,  repeating until all aoid 

residues have been removed. 

(xvii).     In order to completely remove all  traces of acid,  tht final  fill aay 

be made with a solution of a suitable alkali such as soda aah at a 

level  of 1  lb.  per ?0 gallons of water. 

(svili).    Thoroughly wash out any instrument  connections or "dead \9fft* in tht 

unit before putting it  back on line. 

5,1.2.    Usin/T "Auto Circulation" Methods - without pump.      The circuit is set 

up as shown in Figure 6. Section 3.2.2.       In this method,  circulation 

relies upon the evolution of gas resulting from the action of the 

cleaning agent on the  scale - which only happens with carbonate,  or 

temporary hardness 'ipposits.      The method is applicable only to thii 

type of deposit. 
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(i) 

(li) 

(ili) 

(ìT) 

M 

M 

(vii) 

(•iii) 

(ix) 

CHDdCAL CLEANING OP PROCESS P^ÜTT. 

Isolate the unit as in 5.1.1.  (i). 

»rain the unit. 

Site the cleaning solution tank so that it's outlet branoh is 

higher than the top of the unit to be cleaned. 

Connect the outlet branch of the tank to the lowest suitable point on 

the water inlet side, uain» hose. 

fit a hose to the highest available point on the water outlet, and 

return this to the top of the tank. 

Fill the tank with a suitable diluted solution of the inhbited acid 

continuing until a return of solution is obtained from the return 

hose. 

The return of solution via the top hose will continue until gas 

•volution ceaees, since the specific gravity of the acid/gas mixture 

is less than that of the liquid alone. 

When cas evolution stops,  add further inhibited acid to the tank, 

if the action recommences,  continue making additions of fresh solution 

until the process is completed. 

Drain the unit, and flush out  thoroughly as described in sections 

5.1.1.   (xv - xviii) previously. 

5.2 D»fvtling of an Electrode Steam Boiler bv the 'fill and soak' Method. 

This type of boiler provides atea« by heating water by passing an 

electric current through it between two electrodes. 

The materials of construction make it. necessary to use a cleaning 

solution which is les» aggressive  than inhibited hydrochloric acid, and 

inhibited formic acid is acceptable. 
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(i) 
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Drain the unit.   Remove safety vaiv« +« 
saiety valve to provide vent to atmosphère. 

(H) 

(iii) 

M 

(T) 

(vi) 

(vii) 

(viii) 

(ix) 

Close gauge glass cocks. 

»tain a ,„naMB tank wlth „„«„ „^ ^^  ^ ^ ^ 

oil dru* »1th a welded in 3plgot   .8 sultaHc)_ 

Connect the outlet or the tMk t0 the Mowdown drain of tiB ^ ^ 

«y consent braneh near the bonom of the boUer)_    ^ ^ 

suitable. 

•bcv. the ltwl of the upper ^ glMs fuung of {he ^    ^ 

figure 9. 

fonalo acid with fifteen parts of cold water       m»,      r • < 
water.     The solution will drain 

by gravity into the unit. 

Continue adding solution until the hei^t nr •< •    <*   . 
zne height of liquid in the tank remains 

static at a point about levai w-n-v» *v,„ 
level with the upper gauge glass fitting on 

the boiler. 

«lo. 80luticn t0 ^ ^ the imit for 16 _ 24 hour8 tto ^ ^ 

ftU"h °Ut t"0r0Ughly "Ìth "" »*« * •ve ^ ^.^^ sluds, 

- n.utMlis. „ descae* in pm^ ,,,. (]wlj) ^ ^ ^ 

draining several times with water. 

Inspect unit,  and if neo***«».•    _ 
necessary,  repeat process if deposits are too 

heavy to be removed in one application, 

«•instate connection* and return unit to service. 
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5'3'    to^^^ion Cleaning or Fuel  Oil  I,i^  on F»~nftn«. 

Owine; to  the possibility of d^ched pioces  of .cale ,nd wt 

oausin, oholcins of the  ..all   J.,,  in oil burners,  P.o^i.ion cleaning 

of fuel oil systems  ia often employed.       The   following ia an example of 

the process of ,uoh a cleaning operation.       The  circuit was as shown 

in Finire  10. 

(i)    The  system was  filled with hot water which was available on the 

plant.    Circulation was started via the pump. 

(ii)    Steam was  injected into the steam side of the fuel oil heaters  to 

raise the  temperature to 95°C, while still   in circulation. 

(Hi)    Heat was cut off,  and  inhibitor and wettin, a,ent were added while 

circulating via  the tank. 

(iv)    Citric acid solution« added slowly in order to eive an initial 

concentration of about 4* w/w of acid. 

(v)    Ammonia was  then added to raise the PH.  value of the solution to 

about 3.5 units. 

(»0    Circulation continued, with periodic fating of th. „latió» for 

residual "free" citratea (i..., that „.^ „uh ìron)>      ^ 

following figures were obtained»- 

Total Citrate    Total Iron    "Free" Citmt» 

00.00 hours 
00.30 hour« 
01.00 hours 
01.30 hours 
02.00 hours 
02.30 hour« 
03.00 hour« 

4.10* 
3.92* 
3.84* 
3.7$ 
3.7* 
3.7* 
3.71* 

0.2* 
0.4* 
0.5* 
0.5* 
0.5* 
0.5* 
0.5* 

3.42* 
3.06* 
2.14* 
2.10* 
2.01* 
2.01* 
2.01* 
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«Buffai maim or P»^. fun 

Oil lines disconnected fro« 
burner« temporary byepaee ho.ee 

forni oil heater in 
circuit 

Vaporar/ return 
linea 

i-ine fron tank 
isolated Permanent 

Installation puap. 
Isolated A bjtpejMd 

fltt. 10,   yprçn- ^ 

IBBBOtoim CLIAIIIG Of IOIL Oil SYSIM. 

Chemioal clean inf 
Puap and tank. 
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(li)     Ih. ».It. indicated the ,„„ of the proo o the ^ ^ 

drained »d flushed .ith a 0.,j5 30luti0n of oltrlo ^ 

Mû)      Th. svstea .as mged with olean .,„ ,t , ^ ^^ ^ 

—» a fio. of 4'  per second in the largest pipe.ork,  the 

Circuit belng flushed through .11 availaMe point, t, r.mov. Mu 

debris. 

(*)      Th. svst.» „M ^^ by clr0llUtlne demlnepallsed wator 

oontai„i„e 300 Ppn of h^.^ „„ M ppm of ^^  heat9d to 

«thod of p-.ivation oft.n u..d ». pò.« pu», cl.»tag.). 
5.4   TtBour v.jr*..„r .., 1nr|ln  1 

Thi, method deeorib.. th. use of triohWnvl.n. vapour to d.er.». 

a lare» vessel contaminated with oil. 

The e,uipaent is 3hom in WguTe „,  ^^ ^ ^ ^^ ^ 

connection to  ¿he vessel. 

me method reliea on th, fact that trichlorethvl.n. vapour,  (f.q to „, 

«...1 ft. the vapourie.r) condeM..    on th. 000l .„^ ^ ^ ^ 

me •. down.      », condensed sonant dissolves the oil fil» on tn. unltf 

r.tumin3 this  to the vapourise,      Fre3h solvent „distils contln„ously 

Laving th-- oil behind.    „ the unit wams un    th. 
»arms up,  the vapour level rises and 

.«ntuallv „aches the top of the unit . hence cleaning all surface. 

mis method is „ot satisfactory .here „eavv i„3ol„W, deposit. .„ ^ 

*o«.th.r .ith the oil.      m such ca.es. debasing .ith alkalin. UUrgMt 

fixtures is necessary. 

*• all contamination ha. h..„ „„ved,   th, vapourL.r U .UmmmU», 

11 «—ti«. are „„„ved, and th. unit ls blown ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ ^ 
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tß—, 

LB.    Trichlorethyl.n. rapour mm% b. u..d with oar., and the supplì.« 

of the solvent will advis. on precautions to b. tak.n wh.n u.in« 

this. 

5#5   Alcaline Degreasinfl nf an Oil  Cy^.r 

The problem,  to remove oxidis.d oil d.po.it. fTO. th. .h.11 «Ite 

of an oil  cooler as shown in Fi^ur. 12. 

Mtthodi 

(i).    Drain all oil from the unit. 

(ii).    Fill th. unit with water in which ha. b.«x di..olv.d a proprietary 

de^reasin^ mixture suitable for use in contact with materials of 

constructions  of the plant,  at the concentration recommended by th. 

•anufacturer. 

(Alternately,  a mixture confinine equal parts of caustic soda and 

tridosium phosphate,  toother with about 2*5 of a synthetic surface 

active a^nt is  suitable for mild steel  plant when used at up to % 

concentration). 

(ill).    Heat the water by introducing steam into the unit, either via a dra^ 

connection or by pas  ino; steam through the tube.. 

M.    Scum off the surface of the liquid by overflowing the solution fro. 

the  top branch - this removes surplus oil and economises in the u.. 

of the cleaning chomicals.       Continue heating. 

(r).    When no more oil  can be scummed off,  drain th. unit, 

(•i).    Wash out  thoroughly with water. 

(•ii).    Inspect arid repeat if neoe.eary. 
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flBCCAt CHAWIMQ Q> FimCBff ran 

lot? fill«* «1th 
Ml«tlon of teffTMsiaff 
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5.6 

Time 

CHEMICAL CLEANING  OF PROCESS PLANT. 

foflol Cleaning of absorhtion column and gas Goo1wr« nr% „UrAo acid ^^ 

using inhibited sulphamic acid. 

The use of sulphamic .cid was necessary because of the variety of material, 

of conduction present,  which included austenitic stainless steels.       Ths 

system was  fouled with water ha^dneso scale. 

(i).        The  system was  filled with water, and circulation established, 

(ii).     The s/sts.was  inhibited by adding sufficient inhibitor for the circuit 

dissolved in a small quantity of acid solution, 500 lbs.  of moid - 

10 lbs.   of inhibitor. 

(ili)     Acid injection then continued,  the following results bcin5 obtained 
Teal Total 

Acidity           Amount of Inhibitor 
Residual          Acid added added                                   Rsmarks. 

13.30 Nil 500 lbs. 
14.00 0.05N 1000 lbs. 
14.30 O.OSN 1500 lbs. 
15.00 0.07N 2000 lbs. 
15.20 0.07N 2500 lbs. 
16.30 0.?7N 4500 lbs. 
17.00 0.2PN • 

17.30 0.3PN 5200 lbs. 
18.00 0.36N • 

18.30 0.38N _ 

19.00 0.38N - 

19.15 - 5500 los. 
19.30 0.3W • 

20.15 0.38N . 

20.30 C.30N - 

21.30 0.41 m 

22.00 0.41 6750 lbs. 

10 lbs. 

20 lbs. 

25 lbs. 

27 lbs. 

30 lbs. 

110 lb«. 

lit Ite. 

Ut Ita. 

Circulating 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

-do- 

Closed off Mo. 1 CM ooolsr. 

Circulating 

Bad frothing, 9—m%é «JM<«* 
«old. ^m 

Circulating 

Circulating 

iÜMMto«. 
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TlM 

22.30 

23.00 

09.30 

Acidity 
Residuai 

CHEMICAL CLEANING OF PROCES VtAWP 

Aaount of Inhibitor 
Aoid Added sdd«d Remarks. 

0.4M 

O1.30       Reooi 

02.30 0.4* 
03.00 0.4V 
03.30 0.4V 
04.00 0.4V 

05.00 

07.00 

Circulating 

Closed off valve on small 
exchanger  to push acid up column. 

•noed circulation, added raining acid (total of 4 ton« added to 

system). 
4 tons 152 lb«. Circulating 

-do- 

-do- 

• -do- 

Commenoed draining system 

System drained,  commenced filling 
for first waah. 

System full, commenoed circulating. 

iL M^íJí: ~*í £îâi «.&», ^£¿¡^á -éÈBHSA^,    ¿SEL   jsl-ei •AjáujaL^íji. .'    -"ükiJ,.^..  ** J: 
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6.0 myPOHR A TRAINING FOR CHEMICAL CLEANING. 

6.1       that lort of people are needed? 

When chemical cleaning operations are examined, the work involved 

oan be separated into three main sectionsr- 

Design and planning of the cleaning operation 

Mechanical preparation 

Operation and control of the prooess. 

If these sections are looked at further from the standpoint of 

personnel requirements, a broad picture of the type of people required in 

order to carry out the cleaning process is obtained. 

6.1.1. Desiai & Planning. 

This section will obviously include the person who has overall oharge 

of the cleaning process.      His responsibilities will bei- 

1. Having or acquiring a good working knowledge of the plant to be 

cleaned. 

2. Being able to assess the most economical time to clean. 

3. Deciding the type of process moat suited for the operation. 

4» Designing the circuiting necessary for carrying out the process, 

5. Preparing a programme for the cleaning operation and liasing with 

other personnel so that this may be slotted in to reduce outage to 

the minimum. 

6. fcisuring the safety of personnel and plant during the whole of the 

cleaning process. 

7« Supervision of all stages of the operation to ensure mairi•»• 

•fficienoy. 
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8.    Arrange all services required for the clean, water, heat, 

light, drainage. 

Prom the above,  it is seen that some specialized knowledge of 

chemical cleaning is necessary in this position.    Items  1,  5 and 7 should 

be within the scope of any executive engineer or plant chemist, while the 

remaining sections are those requiring more detailed study. 

Where the extent of chemical cleaning work is small, and the items of 

plant to be cleaned are not complex,  it is probable that  formal trainin« ig 

not necessary for the overall supervisor.      Most chemical  cleaning 

companies will act as consultants,  and will be prepared to advise on the 

type of process and the circuitry    required for chemical cleaning operations. 

The technical literature issued by such companies gives general guidance in 

carrying out  the process.    Furthermore,  most reputable  companies will be 

prepared to send technicians overseas  in order to supervise chemical 

cleaning work.      If,  therefore,  the extent of cleaning involves only a 

small amount of work, which may be carried out,  say, annually,  then it would 

obviously be economic to arrange that the first process was supervised by 

an expert from one of the companies  in the field, during which a suitable 

engineer or plant chemist could be given the essential training to be able 

to repeat the operation. 

My company has carried out chemical cleaning operations on the above 

basis in all parts of the World,  including Italy, Portugal, Nigeria, 

Hongkong, Singapore, and still benefit from this in the sale of cheaioal 

cleaning materials. 

Where chemical cleaning is used continuously, and where the plant 
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i« lare* enough to set up a separate chemical  cleaning section,  the 

overall supervisor will,  obviously,  require a  formal  training in order 

that    he can design and carry out cleaning operations on a wide  variety 

of plant without having to enlist  the aid of consultants on all 

occasions.      Petroleum refineries are an example of the type of 

industry where  chemical cleaning is required frequently, and  often 

at very short notice.       Other large industries,   particularly those 

which have centralised control,  such as  the Electricity Generating 

industry,  will  also fall   into  the category where .separate chemical 

cleaning services will be  required. 

If chemical cleaning contractors are available locally,  it  ia 

doubtful whether it  is possible to carry out cleaning processes more 

economically than  they by the establishment  of a central cleaning 

service,  since obviously the contractor will be working on maximum 

deployment of his  labour and equipment.    Where such services are not 

available, then a self-contained section is the only answer. 

Chemical cleaning is a relatively new science, and the literature 

available is mostly in the form of short papers describing specific 

cleaning operations.      While a great deal of information can be gathered 

from these,  it  is  probable that the difficulty  in learning from them 

would be the proverbial one of "not seeing the wood for the trees». 

The only alternative for the training of overall  supervisors would 

therefore seem to lie in them spending a specific period with a 

chemical cleaning contractor.    In selecting a candidate for such 

training, his background education must obviously be studied oloasly. 

•dfdh. 
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In general, the bias in chemical cleaning supervision is 

towards an engineering background, but with a strong leaning towards 

chemistry.      Much of the recruitment in the chemical  cleaning contract 

field comes from the marine  engineering group.       If separate chemical 

control  of the process can be  exercised,  then  the knowledge of chemistry 

required will be of a very basic nature. 

Recently there has been a swing towards chemical engineers or even 

chemists as leaders of chemical  cleaning teams,  with a proviso that 

chemists should be of rather a practical laaning     than purely academical. 

Plant  chemists usual Ly acquire  this attitude and so are able  to carry 

the responsibilities required. 

Although the practice  is not yet well established, it seems certain 

that  training of supervisors  for the developing countries by the 

reputable chemical cleaning contractors could become common. 

The most obvious approach would be for the  engineer or chemist to 

spend at  least six months working with and for a cleaning contractor. 

Providing that the training programme ia well  planned,  it should be 

possible within that time  to absorb the principles behind the practical 

methods  used.      Alternatively,   it may be possible  to arrange a period 

of training with one of the  industries in the developed countries which 

use acid cleaning to a large  extent within their organisation.    Examples 

of these would be the electricity generation authorities, refineries and 

similar industriee with a centralised organisation.    In a large organis- 

ation of this nature,  it should be possible to acquire a fairly 
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oonoentrated period of acid cleaning experience,  although that 

•xperienoe would be specific for one industry.      It should be 

emphasised that the  training should be mainly prac.ical   in nature. 

The baaic  chemistry  involved  is  relatively uncomplicated   provided  that 

conditions are kept within the  limits specified by  the  cleaning reagent 

manufacturers.       A large part of  the acid cloning expertise is 

somewhat intuitive,  and cannot be acquired from theoretical considerations 

alone. 

The engineering aspects would be exhibited by following a chemical 

cleaning enquiry  through from the   initial survey,   quotation, detailed 

survey, rigging,  operation,  inspection, and breaking down of the 

circulating plant. 

One of the most important aspects of the training should certainly 

be the safety rules and regulations  to be observed.      Many of these are 

general for handling chemicals, but quite a few are specific to acid 

cleaning processes.      It is obviously the responsibility of the super- 

visor to see that these rules are strictly observed,  and this is one 

of the most difficult requirements  of the job.    The proper safety 

equipment must not only be available, but must be used. 

A set of general safety rules for chemical cleaning operations 

appears at the end of this section. 

6.1.2. Meohanical Preparation. 

The requirements of the personnel engaged in this seotion of the 

ohemioal cleaning work are essentially those required of pipefitters in 

general.      In the smallest operations envisaged, the connections are 
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»ade using flexible hose with clips, and the actual fitting, to the 

plant are made usine simple adaptors, easily fabricated in the fitting 

shop. 

On larger operations, steel flanged pipework usually replaoes 

flexible hoses because of the greater safety factor.      This pipework 

need not be of the same standard as normally used to construct  plant, 

since obviously,   it's only requirement  is to  remain leaktight  during the 

progress of the  clean.      As an illustration of this,  I arrived  in one 

African country to carry out  the chemical cleaning of a boiler unit, 

only to find that the whole  of the pipework provided for  temporary 

connections had gone astray.      A replacement  set was, however,   made on 

the  spot by the maintenance staff using old  sections of replaced boiler 

tube fitted together with chequ*-plate flanges.    Soft rubber jointing 

was used  to take up the inevitable gaps in joints.    The clean proceeded 

without mishap to a successful conclusion. 

No special   training is  necessary in this particular section - if 

anything a sli-Ju relaxation of general engineering standards  is 

permissable so long as   the  safety of the operation  is not   involved. 

Operation and Control. 

While it  is  doubtless  true  that tho success of any chemical 

cleaning operation lies  in good design and planning,  it is equally 

true to say that maloperation  can just as quickly ruin it. 

Once the mechanical preparations have been completed,  the 

overall  supervisor and his operators take over.      The requirements of 

personnel in this section can be subdivided further as followst- 
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1. Those who operate the circulation and valving of th« plant. 

2. Those who control the cheuistry. 

3. The labour element. 

In small operations,  the boundaries between the subgroupa 

would obviously become indistinct, but if we consider a fairly larga 

cleaning process,  the individual responaibilities and duties of thaaa 

groups  can be defined. 

First and foremost, all employees falling within thia group 

must have basic training in handling chemicals.    They must underatand 

the safety precautions and be prepared to abide by than.    Training in 

these requirements is very basio, and should easily be achiered by the 

overall supervisor. 

The operators should be oapabla of operating the pumping plant 

under non-ideal conditiona and, should ba of a auffioiently high lerel 

of intelligence to be able to operate oontrol valves, injection pumps, 

mixing equipment ate., under direction     They should furthermore ba 

trained in the steps to ba taken to minimise damage to the plant and 

possible injury to personnel in the event of spillage of ohemioal 

solutions.      It is essential to pull up leaking jointe, pump glanda 

and similar abominâtiona quickly, and not to await the arriral of the 

pipefittera. 

In general, the operatore should have soma experience in plant 

operation, and should be trained aa a team by the Supervisor. 

Tha requiremente for ohemioal oontrol ataff are not stringent if 

the supervisor is experienced.     Tha principal requirement ie tha 

*^~~ftù~m„iJr.»^-   ... fc^_  . .^¡atàk-aui.   .AAaa  
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6.2. 

ability to carry out site tests on the cleaning solution at frequent 

intervals, and to produce the results quickly with reasonable accuracy. 

The accert here is upon the word quickly.  It is of no value in deter- 

mining the progress and safety of the operation to produce very accurate 

results Ion, after the acid has been drained.  The principal reouirements 

are for acid strength and iron concentration, the first to determine that 

sufficient reagent is present to complete the process, the second to 

confirm the absence of continued attack on the metal, both of them on 

reaching a atable leve] confirm the end of the cleaning process. 

Simple methods are adequate, titration for acidity and colormetric 

methods for iron, so no very high level of chemical achievement is 

neoessary. 

The retirements are thus .el] within the scope of a plant chemist 

and r**,^ no racial training over and above that required for carrying 

out the day to day work. 

To summarise, therefore, the necessity for formal training i8 

restricted to one person, who should subsequently be able to pass on 

the esenti,] knowledge required at lower levels.  All must, however, 

be trained in safety precautions and first aid, for obvious reasons. 

How Many PenplA? 

*. of the advantages which „hemic! ejeanine ha8 0Ter TOOhmlcal Mthodi 

i. that the „anj^er required ls 00nalderaM¡r lea3 fcr ^ .^ ^ ^ 

.pecific ta*.  For e,a«ple( v Company, hae recently completed the che-ical 

tì«ni«e of the lariat „„clear Power Station in the World, pri0r to th. 

eo«ie.io„i„e of th, p!ant. Thi. operation which invoived the treat«,* of 
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the two nuclear reactor boiler units, each containing four separate boiler 

circuits, was carried out using a basic team of eight men and two supervisors. 

The circuit? contained some 100,000 plions of water, and temporary pipework 

was laid to connect the boiler units with the circulating pumps.  The 

preliminary pipework erection was carried out by the team as •* v.hole over 

a period of some five weeks, the process itsslf occupied the team for one 

week, during which time they were split into two shifts of four men -nd one 

supervisor, and the final breaking away of  the pipework occupied a further 

two weeks.   Similarly, the turbine feed and condensate systems on the 

same power station were cleaned using the same labour force.  Quite .part 

from the fact that mechanical methods could not achieve results which were 

obtained by chemical cleaning, the manpower involved to clean some 10,000 

intricate tube sections in the boiler units by mechanical means would have 

far exceeded that used for the chemical process. 

Where the cleaning of, for example, a small heat exchanger is involved, 

the manpower required is usually only two men.  My Company, again in this 

field, operate on a two man-team basis, the whole of the equipment being 

taken to site in a light van, the men connecting the flexible pipework to 

the unit to be cleaned, the acid being introduced on the first day, and the 

subsequent washing out and final treatment being completed on the second day. 

It is, of course, possible when actually working on the site to complete the 

chemical cleaning during a single day. 

It is relatively easy to economise on manpower in this respect by good 

planning of the ohenioal oleaning prooess.  In the larger operations, it 

is obriottalj advantageous to us« chemicals in bulk, and to handle these 

-a,,.-.. ,-..-Jj.. .j.-Jt**,      •>. -  , ' „„• MAs,?....«^ 
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by pumping directly from storage tanks into the cleaning circuit.      Where 

smaller units  are  involved,  labour savin, device,  such as carboy emptying 

pumps have been recommended previously,  and will   cut down considerably in 

man hours involved in carrying out  the cleaning process. 

6#3# THE HAZARDS OF CHEMICAL CLVANTWr. 

6*3.1.    Personal Protection. 

The most obvious hazard in chemical cleaning processes is that 

resultin, from handling the materials themselves.      These materials are 

usually corrosive towards the skin, e.g., mineral acids or alkalis, and 

the usual precautions must be adopted when handling them.    Gloves and 

go-les are essential, and some form of overall protection is obviously 

desirable.       Protective aprons and sleeves are useful in that they reduce 

the amount of damage to overalls by corrosive liquids. 

Where exceptionally corrosive materials are being handled, full 

protective clothing must be worn. 

"V main problem in ensuring that workmen employed in carrying out 

the chemical cleaning processes are fully protected lies in the difficulty 

of overcoming the reluctance to wear protective clothing.    It is, however, 

the duty of management to see that such protective clothing is available and 

is worn.      Where harmful vapours are present,  suitable respirators or 

positive pressure breathing apparatus must be worn, •*•» though these are 

uncomfortable particularly in hot climates. 

*•*•*.    «»IMdj Arising from th^ Prmf7 

The process itself must be oarefully examined to easure that no basaré* 

•rise M a result of the chemical reaction* taking place with!« the plant. 
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W»w, for inaiano«, oarbonat« d.posits are being dissolved, large quantitia. 

of carbon dioxida are produced and good ventilation must be ensured in order 

to avoid any pocket» of this gas from collecting in circumstances whiah may 

•vantually prove dangerous. 

It should always be borne in mind that a limited amount of attack on the 

par-it metal always takes place when inhibited acids are bein? used.    This 

means that when acid cleaning solutions are drained from a plant or vessel, 

the space inside may often contain sufficient hydrogen to produce a serious 

explosion if naked lights are allowed near the plant at this stage.        It 

i. thus essential that np smpkjn^ or naked light« *~ allowed in tho ^-^T 

of a chemical cleanjnfr procès« until the equipment can be proved to be 

oompletely gas-free.    This is a most real hazard. 

SAFETY RULES FOR OPERATORS ENGAGED IN CHEMICAL CLEANING 
         PROCESSES.         

1.    WEAR THE PROPER PROTECTIVE CLOTHING AND EQUIPMENT. 

2#    ïïïf.ÎS ;*\TERIALS AS HARMFUL,  DON'T TOUCH CHEMICALS OR RESIDUES 
WITH BARE HANDS.     WASH AWAY ACCIÌSNTLAL CONTACT IMMEDIATELYT 

3-    S^^R^E.•^ CLEAN'    • ^ •« CONTAMINATED 

4. WASH AFTER HANDLING CHEMICALS - DON'T EAT,  WINK OR SMOKE UNTIL YOU 
HAVE. 

5. ENSURE SAFETY OF OTHERS BY WARNINGS AND BARRIERS WHERE NECESSARY. 

6#    Sï^i^Î 0P PUNT BEING CLEAN^-    CLEANING PROCESSES MAT EVOLVI 
INFLAMMABLE,  SUFFOCATING OR POISONOUS GASES.    SPECIAL VENTILATION TS 
REQUIRED BEFORE ENTERING PLANT FOR INSPECTION PURPOSES      WATCH FV 
OBVIOUS GAS POCKETS (LIGHT OR HEAVY GASES).      iW°bBS*    WATCH P0R 

7'    mïuJ?0® 0R USE NAKED LIGHTS ANYWHERE NEAR PLANT WHICH IS BEINO 
CLEANED AT ANY STAGE OF THE PROCESS. 

8#    S:AioiN?0
UNIffiRSTAJ,I) THE SAPETY PRECAUTIONS CONCERNING HANDLING OF MATERIALS• 

9.    IF IH DOUBT, ENQPI1Œ WHITHER YOUR JOB PRESENTS ANY SPECIAL HAZARD. 

ata MHMMMMÉiVil .-..,     .«,   .AA«J 
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11. 

<*M<to cutiMTm or ranci Wi 

amirîîS^IïfIBICTIC,ÎS WCEMmtG CLEANIIG PROCESS».    «T QH»TfiâLg «LT II OMAR SPECIFIED. **•«».    U 

WASH AWAT AID NEUTRALIZE WHERE IECE3SARY ACCTIäOTAT WTTI«. ~ 
•KUH OR UK» maamT^^^SSmùSÌKm 
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^•0 XI CHBCCAL CLEANING PEASIBU IN THE IEVELOPINQ COUNTRIBf 

tea of the major problems facing any chemical cleaning contractor 

is the recruitment and training of suitable operators.      In the case of 

• process plant operator, however, it  is necessary to have a maintenance 

•toff oomposed of artisans of one class  or another.      In this respect, 

therefore,  the plant operator has a nucleus of personnel who are of 

sufficiently intelligent calibre to be able to carry out chemical cleaning 

processes, provided that suitable trained supervision is available.      A 

separate section has emphasised the necassity for ensuring that such 

•uparvision has a good basic training in chemical cleaning methods, and it 

must be emphasised that any attempts to carry out anything other than simple 

chemical cleaning processes without such supervision is to be discouraged. 

A factor which must not be overlooked,  particularly in respect of 

pressure plant such as boilers,  is the necassity for ensuring that plant 

ineuranoe is not Jeopardized by carrying out       chemical cleaning processai 

ay unskilled personnel.      In the United Kingdom, the chemical cleaning contract- 

or» carry insurances indemnifying the Companies against claims of around a 

million pounds, and these insurances are,  of course, only issued on the basis 

of a firm understanding bet wean the contractor and the insurer who, obviously, 

requires evidence that the technical standing of the contractor is good. 

Boiler Inspectora in general in the past have been somewhat reluctant to aooept 

acid cleaning, but thay now,  in fact, aa a body, recommend it.      There is little 

doubt, however, that the plant operator would obtain the blessing of the 

Inaurano« Company providing that the method has been recommended by a reputable 

..:.- ;- _JAJ¡ i' Saf^fTlL Mj ,lm, 
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ehaaical cleaning contractor, especially if the supervisor» of the proof« 

had received trainine from such a contraetor. 

A separat, section of this paper has reviewed the type of equipment 

which must be used for the cleaning; process.      It must be evident from 

this,  that equipment for carrying out a simple chemical cleaning process 

will usually be available where industrial development has been taking 

place.       From the foregoing,   therefore,   it  is obvious  that  the only possibl. 

limitation on the feasibility of chemical  cleaning in the  developing 

countries lies with the availability or otherwise of the basic raw material, 

needed for the process. 

The Availability of Chemical  Cleaning Matera], ln dev«ww n^,*.^ 

In recent years,  the chemical cleaning Companies have realised the 

potential   of the market in the developing countries.       In most cases, 

however,  such countries are supplied with made-up chemicals   usually 

available only by export from the developed areas.      In only a very few 

cases are  the made-up materials being manufactured in  the developing countri.., 

but    it    is undoubtedly only a matter of time before such material» are made 

under licence throughout the World.       In the meantime, however,  the major 

problem is the acquisition of such made-up chemicals which asually involves 

carrying rather large stocks which are obtained by import fro» the develop* 

countries. 

This method, of course, doe. hare the advantage that the .xp.ri.no. of 

th. »anufacturing Copany can b. drawn upon freely in obtaining th... oh.«io*., 

bat ha. obriou. diaadrantag.. i„ th. high cost of import of such mt.rial.. 
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SiaM the bulk of the materials used in chemical cleaning is undoubtedly 

inhibited acid, it is an obvious proposition to consider the import of the 

inhibitor materials alone.    As has been shown previously, nowadays such 

inhibitors are rather complex products which are usually unobtainable except 

in the highly developed countries.     It  is, however, usually possible to 

obtain the basic acids in those areas of the World which are at present 

developing industrially. 

The most important material is, without doubt, hydrochloric acid, and 

this is becoming much more freely available throughout the World particularly 

where petroleum refining is carried out.       The other basic materials usually 

used in simple chemical cleaning processes are as followsi- 

hydrochloric acid commtroial specific gravity I.I4 to 1.18 

sulphuric acid C.O.V. 

sulphamic acid technical 

oitric acid, anhydrous, monohydrate or 50jC solution of 

oauetio soda,  powder, pellet, flake or solution 

trisodium phosphate anhydrous or orystalline 

nonionic detergents 

anionic detergents 

The less important ohemiomls, but those whioh are used to 

quite 00—on chemical cleaning methods aro as follow» 1- 

mltrio moid oomasroial 

hydrofluoric moid oommtroiml 

fósalo moid oomaeroial 

sodium fluoride) 

•stoat la 
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bifluorid» 

•odium metasilicate 

soda ash 

It is, of course, mach »ore profitable for the chemical cleaning 

«nufacturer to export a finished product for use overseas.    Economically, 

however, this is not sound, and the solution probably lies in the fact that 

the chemical cleaning Companies will make their experience freely available 

on the basie of acting as consultants to the process plant operators.        In 

thi. way, the plant operators  in the developing Companies get the benefit of 

the long experience behind the chemical cleaning contractor operating in the 

induetrial oountries of the Western World. 
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Eft, m. f! -ÍÜif   •   *aà*MkM '-lÈniKtt  Tfìlrn rf«MÉi  f-iherfi 
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